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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
During recent years much discussion has centered
around "the junior high school and the development of a cur
riculum which meets the educational needs of early adoles
cents.

A review of the current literature continues to sup

port the position that no general agreement exists as to the
curriculum most appropriate for junior high schools.
In Arizona, particularly, there has been considerable
discussion concerning.the role of the junior high school and
the curriculum most appropriate for young adolescents.

Due

to the -writer's interest in education at the junior high
school level, additional research was undertaken in an at
tempt to determine the most desirable curriculum for provid
ing quality education in Arizona junior high schools.
At the beginning of this century the intermediate
school was seen as a device to reduce the length of elemen
tary schooling.

However, since that time the junior high

school has taken on an entirely different connotation.

The

curriculum, basically, has remained subject centered.

Still

there are those who feel that it has been overloaded with
elecwives, others who feel that it has been highly tradition
al, and others who have seen it as a stronghold for

1
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experimentation.
Today's curriculum requires a broad concept of man
and his universe.

It must reflect a consistent point of

view and attempt to achieve a mutual adjustment of cultural
elements by stressing those ideas, sentiments, and skills
that are conducive to social improvement.

Hass states that

the educated man is the central resource of society.
The supply of such men and women availaole to each
nation is the real measure of its economic, political
and military potential. We are now undergoing the
educational revolution because educated people are the
capital of industrial society.
In addition, change is so rapid in our innovating,
industrial society, that today's education is unsuited
for tomorrow's wox^ld and is as outmoded as the I»iodel-T
for the world of 20 years from tomorrow —the world
whose leaders are now in the classrooms of America.2
Education can not deal only with social aims.

It must

be concerned also with the nature of individual development.
Otto, Floyd, and Rouse in their book Principles of i£Lementary
Education make the following statement regarding the respon
sibilities of the individual and society:
If society is to maintain and improve itself, it must
be through the efforts of individuals, working alone or
in cooperation with others. It is the strength, the
health, the talents, the motives and goals, and the

1
William Van Til, Gordon F. Vars, and John H. Lounsbury, Modern Education for the Junior High School Years (New
York: The Bobbs-werrill Company, Inc., 1961), p. 2
2Glen

C. Hass, "Who Should Plan the Curriculum?"
Educational Leadership. XIX (October, 1961), 2.
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proficiencies of individuals that collectively make up
the social group. Unless individuals are well intentioned and capable, the group is helpless. It is thus
apparent that the development of individuals is para
mount in any educational program. If society is to
function at its best, each individual child must be
helped to develop his abilities and potentialities, re
gardless of how meager or how generous these may be, to
the highest level possible.3
These statements give some indication of the impor
tance of man in our present society ana the need for a cur
riculum that will provide more adequately for the full devel
opment of every individual.

According to wargaret dead

we as parents, teachers, and citizens are rearing "un
known children for an unknown world." We can not meet
their needs upon the basis of our past experience with
similar need.4
Our schools are but a reflection of the wants and de
sires of our society.

In the long run, society gets what it

wants from its educational system.

It controls the schools

by its support, by its willingness to accept certain leader
ship in the introduction of new ideas, and by its withdrawal
of support from those things of which it does not approve.
Communities tend to be sensitive toward their cher
ished mores and deep-seated prejudices.

In some instances

•^Henry J. Otto, Hazel Floyd, and Margaret Rouse, Prin^
ciples of Elementary liklucation (New York: ftinehart and Com
pany, Inc., 1955), pp. 420-421.
^J. Paul Leonard, Developing the Secondary School
Curriculum (New York: Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1953)7 PP*
336-337.
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this sensitivity retards the development of the curriculum
that is needed to meet the needs of the youth of that commu
nity.

The curriculum must be related to the practical needs

of the youth as well as to safeguarding those young people
against provincialism by developing a curriculum that will
provide a cosmopolitan outlook upon world affairs and a
sense of world-mindedness in an age in which the world is
becoming increasingly interdependent.

Peculiarly enough, the

less educated the adults of the community are, the more con
servative they tend to be.

Sensitive to possible disparage

ment of their equal rights with others, they may add to this
natural conservatism an insistence that their children pur
sue the same curriculum in school as that studied by the
sons and daughters of the economic privileged of that commu5
nity.
The inadequacies found in educational programs often
may be a reflection of the attitudes of the community toward
education.

Bossing states that

until it is possible for the American people to believe
that education is more important than almost anything
else for which they spend money, there must remain a
serious lag in educational progress. If the community
is provincial in its outlook, the natural tendency will
be for it to oppose efforts to enlarge the scope of ,
educational activities to include other communities.®

^Nelson L. Bossing, Principles of Secondary Bducation (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice^lTall, Inc., 1955)> P»
5*2.
6Ibid..

pp. 512-513.
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For a number of years a radically different concep
tion of the curriculum has been coming into usage among the
vanguard of educational leaders.

Modern educational writers

often define the curriculum simply as "the experiences the
learner has under the direction of trie school."

To empha

size the full significance of the diixerence between the old
and the new concepts of the curriculum, another writer has
given this definition:

"The curriculum consists of all the

experiences which the child has, irrespective of their character or when or where they take place."7

While this defi

nition makes clear the full implications of the new concep
tion of the curriculum, it has only limited value for the
school.
The curriculum now focuses attention upon what kind
of experiences the learner should have rather than upon the
subjects he should study.

The importance of experience in

the curriculum has been stressed by the National Society for
the Study of Education:
We can direct learning by determining the kind of ex
periences which children are to have. Not all experi
ences are equivalent. What experiences teachers should
provide for students can not be determined without con
sideration of the student and of the end products —the
nature of the child at the time as well as the educa
tional objectives to be attained. But the only control
we have over the product is through experience. The
teacher can never impose the product directly. It is
the pupil, not the teacher, who is the active learner.
The major control which the teacher has, then, is to

7Ibid.,

pp. 376-377.
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make sure that the students have certain experiences and
also to make sure that they do not have certain others."
If the curriculum is to provide these experiences,
then in some instances complete reexamination of the curricu
lum and the way learning takes place will be necessary.
Unfortunately, a large number of schools are offering
to the youths of today curricula similar to those offered
twenty-five to fifty years ago.

Other schools are cautious

ly exploring the implications of the new concept of the cur
riculum.

Still others, exploring and experimenting boldly,

are blazing pathways along the new routes.

The sweeping cur

riculum reforms made in several states and planned in others
9
are weathervanes pointing the future direction of change.
It is difficult in a period such as this to avoid con
fusion and frustration, especially in dealing with the com
plicated issues of the school curriculum.

Nevertheless,

healthy criticism and innovation will go on.

If we continue

to take our schools seriously enough to concern ourselves
with criticism ana study, we shall be moving closer to the
time when the words of John Dewey, "what the best and wisest
parent wants for his own child, that must the community want
for all its children," will apply not only to elementary

Learning and Instruction. Forty-ninth Yearbook of
the National Society for the Study of Education (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1950;, Part 1, pp. 29-30.
9
Bossing, loc. cit.
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schools, but to secondary schools as well.^
With the growing concern toward quality education for
young adolescents, it is essential that the curriculum as
it exists in the Arizona junior high schools be studied.
A review of the literature, Dissertation Abstracts

12 and written communications
Research Studies in Education.
with the librarians at Arizona State College and Arizona
State University, and with the State Department of Public
Instruction have failed to reveal any significant studies
13
concerning curriculum in Arizona junior high schools.
I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem.

It is the purpose of this

study to determine current curriculum practices in junior
high schools of Arizona, to compare these practices with cur
ricula recommended by leading authorities in junior high

^Edward A. Krug, The Secondary School Curriculum
(New York: Harper and Brothers, I960), p. 550.
^Dissertation Abstracts. Abstracts of Dissertations
and Monographs in Microform (Ann Arbor: University Microfilms,
Inc., 1942-1962).
1?
Research Studies in Education (Bloomington, Ind.:
Phi Delta Kappa, 1941-1951, 1953-1961).
"^Written communications with Chauncey Coor, State
Department of Public Instruction, Phoenix, Arizona, March
22, 1962; Gil Fites, librarian at Arizona State College,
Flagstaff, Arizona, March 13, 1962; Elliot S. Palais, ref
erence librarian at Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona,
March 12, 1962.
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school curriculum, and to make recommendations for improv
ing curricula in Arizona junior high schools.
II.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

This study was undertaken to compare the curricula as
recommended by leading authorities with the current curricula
in Arizona junior high schools.

It has been confined to the

forty schools in Arizona whose organization consists of vari
ous combinations of junior high school programs, ana to re
cent research and recommendations made by leading authorities
in junior high school curriculum.
The survey can be considered valid only insofar as the
principals or administrators reacted favorably or if the ques
tionnaire was interpreted as intended.
No attempt has been made in this study to obtain in
formation or to make recommendations regarding facets other
than curriculum in the junior high school.

Schools included

in the study were not limited as to the type of vertical or
ganization.
III.

DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH

A questionnaire to determine existing curriculum prac
tices was developed ana sent to the forty schools listed in
the Arizona Educational Directory whose organization con
sisted of various combinations of junior high school programs.
The questionnaire included such areas as required subjects,

9
elective subjects, scheduling, guidance, co-curricular and
activity programs, experimentation being conducted, and
recommended improvements from practicing school administra
tors.

Preceding the development of the questionnaire, a pre

liminary questionnaire was constructed and administered in a
personal conference with six school administrators for the
purpose of reviewing the questionnaire to insure proper in
terpretation of items included.

In addition to the question

naire, a random sample was taken of the surveyed schools and
a personal visit was made to validate questionnaire responses
and to obtain further information relative to curriculum of
ferings."^
The study necessitated a review of the educational
literature relating to the junior high school, with emphasis
being placed in the area of curriculum.

Special emphasis was

given to recent research and experiments being carried on at
the junior high school level.
Results of recent experimentation and recommended cur
riculum as determined by a review of the literature were
compared with results of the survey findings.

The existing

differences were then determined, and recommendations were
made for curriculum improvements appropriate for early

"^Arizona Educational Directory (Phoenix, Arizona:
State Department of Public Instruction, School Year 19611962).
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adolescents in Arizona junior high schools.
IV.
Curriculum.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
For the purpose of this study the defi

nition of curriculum is restricted to the course offerings
found in the schools studied.
Junior high school.

A school organization designed

to meet the educational needs of young adolescents between
the ages of 11 and 14.
Elective sub.jects.

Those subjects included in the

curriculum in which the student has some choice in selection.
Required sub.jects.

Those subjects included in the

curriculum that are considered basic in a general education.
Exploratory subjects.

Those areas in which students

have opportunity for exploring interests, aptitudes, rela
tionships, and fields of learning.
V.

ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

In Chapter I the writer describes the nature of the
study which is to be reported, establishes the need for the
study, explains the procedure followed in the study, and sets
forth the limitations under which the study was made.
Chapter II gives a review of the literature and recom
mendations of leading authorities regarding curriculum for

11
the junior high school.
Chapter III reviews the history of the junior high
school in Arizona.
Chapter IV describes the development, administration,
follow-up, and interpretation of the questionnaire.
Chapter V presents the data collected from a study of
the existing curricula in forty Arizona junior high schools.
Chapter VI deals with the recommendations of junior
high school principals and administrators regarding the cur
ricula in Arizona junior high schools.
Chapter VII summarizes the study and states the con
clusions and recommendations given by the writer as a result
of the study.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The junior high school has the distinction of being
the most "American part" of the public school system in this
country.

It was conceived as a part of the public school

system and has no counterpart in any other country.

It was

founded and planned by American educators and rational com
mittees whose philosophy and knowledge of the psychology of
adolescents provided the basis for future pedagogic planning.
When educators and parents realized that a transitional
level was needed to bridge the gap between the elementary
school and the high school, the junior nigh school evolved.
I.

HISTORY OF THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

The need for some reorganization of our public schools
was advocated by leading educators and educational organiza
tions.

The first attack on the need for change was made by

President Charles W. Eliot as early as 1872.
In 1&38 he proposed a plan whereby the period of

^"Frank Forest Bunker, The Junior High School Move
ment. Its Beginnings (Washington, D.C.i" W.F. Roberts Company,
1935), pp. 146-147, quoting President Eliot's Harvard Re
port for 1&72-1873.

12
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elementary and secondary schools would be shortened.

2

He

continued to attack the organization of the existing school
programs until 1392 when the Committee of Ten on Secondary
School Studies was appointed by the National Council of Edu3
cation.
Several succeeding committees studied school organi
zation and made recommendations which helped bring about the
establishment of junior high schools.

Among these, the De

partment of Superintendence of the National Education Asso
ciation requested the Committee of Fifteen to make a study
of the need for reorganization of elementary and secondary
education.^1"

The Committee on College Entrance Requirements

went on record in 1399 for a unified six-year high school
that was to begin with grade seven.

5

By 1907 the work of

o
Charles W. Eliot, "Can School Programmes be Short
ened and Enriched?", Proceedings of the Department of Super
intendence of the National Education Association, lMS
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Bureau of Education Circular No. 6,
1333), pp. 101-113.
^National Education Association, Report of the Commit
tee of Ten on Secondary School Studies (New York: National
Education Association, 1394), p. 3«
^National Education Association, "xleport of the Com
mittee of Fifteen," Journal of Addresses and Proceedings of
the National Education Association (Denver: National Educa
tion Association, 1$95), PP* 132-137.
^National Education Association, "Report of the Com
mittee on College Entrance Requirements," Journal of Ad
dresses and Proceedings of the Thirty-eighth Annual i-ieeting
of the National .Education Association (Los Angeles: National
Education Association, 1$99), pp. 632-637.
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this Committee had resulted in definite recommendations for
a 6-6 organization.^

The Committee on Economy of Time in

Elementary Education also was active in the movement for
reorganization.7
In addition to the work of various coairnit oees, indi
vidual school systems through their experimentations gave
impetus to the movement.

j^s early as 1896 Richmond, Indiana

had a two-year unit including the seventh and eighth grades
housed in a separate building.

Lawrence, Kansas, and Mew

York City were among the first to introduce the intermediate
school.

However, Kansas City, Missouri, had been experiment

ing with a 7-4 olan since 1867 and in 1903 reported consider
K1
able
success.3

The school year 1909-1910 is considered to be the be
ginning of the junior high school.

In that year two city

National Education Association, "Report of the Com
mittee on Equal Division of the Twelve Years in the Public
Schools between the District and High School," Journal of
Addresses and Proceedings of the Forty-fifth Annual r-ieeting
(Los Angeles: National Education Association, 1899), PP«
705-710.
7

James Baker, Report of the Committee of the Action
al Council of Education on Economy of Time in Education
(Washington, D.C.: Department of the Interior, Bureau of Ed
ucation Bulletin No. 38, 1913), 103 PE. Herriott, Elizabeth Sands, and Harry W. Stauffacher, "History and Objectives of Junior High Education in
California," The Bulletin of the National Association of
Secondary School Principals, XXXV (December] 1951), 10-11.
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systems —Berkeley, California, and Columbus, Ohio—intro
duced the 6-3-3 organization.*^
similar schools in 1911.

Los Angeles organized five

By 1912 there were thirty-one

cities reporting some form of junior high school organiza
tion."^

Other school districts studied these programs and

more junior high schools followed rapidly.
In an address to the annual meeting of the National
Education Association in 1916, Professor Charles H. Johnston
stated that "the junior high school movement is sweeping the
country.""^

He had justification for this statement in view

of the rapid growth that was taking place at the junior high
school level.

Since the establishment of the first junior

high school in Columbus, Ohio, in 1909 the number had risen
12
to well over 5,000 separate junior high schools by 19t>0.
The rapid growth experienced during the oast fifty years has
been due principally to the foresight and wisdom of educa
tional leaders in communities throughout our country.

Q

Lester Beals, "The Junior High School —Past and
Present," The Bulletin of the National Association of Second
ary School Principals, XXXVI (January, 1952), 17.
"^Herriott, loc. cit.
"^Charles H. Johnston, "The Junior High School,"
Journal of Addresses and Proceedings of the Fifty-fourth An
nual Meeting (Mew York: National Education Association, 1916),
p. 145.
12
Edmund A. Ford, "Organizational Pattern of the Na
tion's Public Secondary Schools," School Life, XLII, No. 9
(May, I960), 10-12.
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II.

FUNCTIONS

The independent existence of the junior high school
as part of a reorganization of our educational system had to
be thoughtfully justified.

If the school was to be a suc

cess, it needed to be founded on well understood purposes and
functions.

It needed to provide an educational program that

was not being met by the existing eight-year elementary
school or the four-year high school.
Few educational movements have received as much atten
tion as did the junior high school during the 1920s.

There

was a high interest among educators and lay people as to the
functions of the junior high school, and many of the sponsors
of the movement made statements of functions which attempted
to bring into harmony any conflicting viewpoints.
While there have been numerous individuals and groups
who have defined ana synthesized the functions of the junior
high school, there has been a broad area of general agree
ment.

iiarly leaders such as Thomas H. Briggs, Leonard 7.

Koos, Calvin 0. Davis, 'William Smith, and Harl R. Douglass
have all assigned somewhat similar functions to the junior
high school.
A study of the functions of the early junior high
schools indicates a number of important considerations.

It

was believed that such an organization would help to meet
the individual differences of pupils by enabling them to

17
follow the lines of their interests and abilities.

Pre-

vocational training and exploration could be provided that
would result in wise choice of later school work and occupa
tions.

A program coulct be provided emphasizing socialized

experiences and activities that would better meet the needs
of early adolescence and result in the development of good
citizenship and personal traits.

It would help to round out

the training beyond the elementary school for those who must
leave school early, and would encourage others to remain
longer than the compulsory school age.

A better use could

be made of time spent in preparing for college by starting
college preparatory subjects sooner.

Finally, it was be

lieved that the gap between elementary and secondary school
13
could be bridged more effectively by the junior high school.
In the 1950s and early 1960s, there have been still
further changes in conceptions of the functions of the
junior high school.

A number of outstanding studies were

conducted during the past decade in an attempt to determine
the validity of the functions and characteristics of exist
ing junior high school programs.

Among those of interest

was the study conducted by Lounsbury who determined by means
of a questionnaire that the following elements related to
the purposes, functions, and characteristics of the junior

13
^Beals. loc. cit.
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high school were valid:
1. To make possible a program more suited to the na
ture of early adolescents.
2. To continue common education and provide better
for the integration of varying educational experiences.
3. To provide experiences in sharing, the accept
ance of resoonsibility, and self-direction.
4. To discover the aptitudes, interests, and capaci
ties of individual pupils by testing, counseling, and
exploratory work.
5. To provide socializing experiences through social
activities, group worK, and other informal situations.
6. To enrich the programs of the seventh and eighth
grades by providing shops, laboratories, ana other spe
cial features.
7. To provide more adequately for guidance and coun
seling.
8. To provide opportunities for seventh and eighth
grade pupils to participate in extracurricular activi
ties such as clubs, teams, etc.
9. To improve the holding power of the schools, re
duce drop-outs.
10. To provide prevocational training, orientation,
and exploration.
11. To provide for the exploration of various sub
jects and interest areas through short-term or try-out
courses.
12.

To reduce the retardation ana failures of pupils.

13. To make possible a gradual introduction of the
elective system.
14. To provide special classes for retarded and/or
advanced pupils.
15.

To make possible a gradual transition from

19
elementary school conditions and practices to those of
the high school.^-4
This list rejected some of the earlier purposes and
functions of the junior high school.

iiy accepting these pur'

poses and functions, educators were taking a stand in favor
of a program that would adequately meet the neeas of junior
15
high school students. '
The economy of time, a primary goal of President
Eliot and some of the commissions that studied the reorgan
ization of secondary education, was no longer considered to
be a basic function of the junior high school.

During re

cent years, the emphasis has been away from early college
entrance and more toward the most appropriate program for
early adolescents,

^uch consideration has been given also

to functions of the junior high school as it relates to the
total educational system.
III.

CURRICULUM OilGAM IZATION

The early junior high schools provided a single fixed
curriculum, but by 1930 this type curriculum had virtually

"^John H. Lounsbury, "The Hole and Status of the
Junior High School" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation,
George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee,
1954), PP. 213-215.
"^Van Til, o£. cit., p. 39.
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disappeared.

Present-day junior high schools reveal four

major types of curriculum organization: (1) the subjectcentered curriculum, (2) the broad-fields curriculum, (3)
the core curriculum, and (4) the experience curriculum.
The separate subject curriculum.

The separate sub

ject curriculum was the earliest method used for organizing
educational experiences.

In this ty^e of design the sub

jects become the primary method of organizing and carrying
on learning experiences, and mastery of trie subject matter
becomes a basis through which the educational objectives of
a school are in a large measure to be attained.^
Spears defines the subject curriculum as that

Harold

!?subject

or

subject field that stands as a more or less isolated verti
cal sequence of learning materials leading from one year to
17
the next."

fnis type organization is found in most second

ary schools in which each subject is taught as a separate en
tity.

Any relationship existing between two subjects is dis

regarded.
Saylor states that some of the advantages for the

1

/L

Galen Saylor and William M. Alexander, Curriculum
Planning for Better Teaching and Learning (New York: Rinehart and Company," "Inc., 1954), p. 251.
"^Harold Spears, The Emerging High School Curricu
lum ana Its Direction (New York: American Book Company,
1940T7~PP. 53-56.
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separate subjects curriculum are:
1. The subjects constitute a logical and effective
method of organizing learning and of interpreting and
systematizing new knowledge and facts.
2. The subject curriculum is most appropriate for
developing the intellectual powers of the individual.
3. The subject curriculum organization is consistent
with certain basic concepts of the educational process.
4. The subject curriculum is bac.cea by long tradi
tion and is widely accepted.
5. The subject design is more readily used by pres
ent-day teachers.
6. Curriculum planning is simpler ana easier in the
subject-centered curriculum.IS
Venable has suggested that the following elements are
disadvantages of the separate subjects curriculum:
1. It fails to make the student aware of the rela
tionships between the various areas of human knowledge.
2.

It is not based on a sound psychology of learning

3.

Its objectives are highly questionable.

4.

19
The subject organization fractionates learning.

The noted English philosopher, Alfred North '//hitehead
pointed out the deficiencies of our typical subject curricu
lum in these terms:
The result of teaching small parts of a large number
of subjects is the passive reception of disconnected
ideas, not illuminent with any spark of vitality. Let

Saylor and Alexander, o£. cit.. pp. 253-265.
19
Tom Venable, Patterns in Secondary School Curricu
lum (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1953), pp.62-65.
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the main ideas which are introduced into a child's edu
cation be few and important, and let them be thrown into
every combination possible ....
The solution which I am advocating is to eradicate the
fatal disconnection of subjects which kills the vitality
of our modern curriculum. There is only one subjectmatter for education, and that is Life in all its mani
festations.20
The broad-fields curriculum.

The broad-fields type

of curriculum organization represents a modification of the
traditional subject design.

The desire to overcome the sharp

demarcations that exist in the separate subjects curriculum
and the failure to show relationship have led to several
other types of organization generally given the name of "cor
related curriculum."

Many different plans for the correla

tion have been made but all attempt to achieve the same pur
pose —that of helping the student realize the relationship
between areas studied.

One of the more popular types of cor

related curriculum, is the "parallel courses curriculum."

In

this program the various courses are retained as separate
subjects; however, courses covering the same historical peri
ods or in which the same scientific methods are employed are

21
taught during the same period of the pupil's schooling.

Of)

Alfred jrtorth ttfhitehead, The Aims of iCducation and
Other Essays (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1929), pp. 2-

3, 10.
21

Venable. loc. cit.
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Saylor and Alexander have given the following advan
tages and disadvantages for the broad-fields curriculum.
Advantages:
1. Integration of subject matter is facilitated by
the broad-fields approach.
2. The broad-fields organization enables the school
to encompass more subject matter and to provide a broad
er understanding of modern affairs.
3. The broad-fields courses place emphasis on basic
principles ana generalizations, rather than on informa
tion and facts.
4. The broad-fields organization provides for a
more functional organization of knowledge.
Disadvantages:
1. The broad-fields approach provides only a sketchy
knowledge of a subject area.
2. The broad-fields approach may result in an ab
stract, academic ty >e of course that is beyond the grasp
of many students.
3. The broad-fields type of course does not enable
the learner to grasp the inherent logic of subject mat
ter.22
The core curriculum.

Like many terms used in educa

tion, "core curriculum" has no precise definition.

Basically,

it refers to a course in the common learnings which is de
signed to provide learning experiences needed by all youth.
In this sense it borrows from the original use of the term
when the required or basic subjects in a school's program

22Saylor

and Alexander, 0£. cit., pp. 269-274
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were referred to as core subjects.
In addition to the "needed by all" concept, the core
is generally recognized as having a distinct pattern of or
ganization.

The time given to it is longer than that given

to a single subject,

a core class usually meets for a double

period; in some instances three or four periods are included
in the "block" for which it is scheduled.
an added course.

The core is not

It replaces two or more subjects in differ

ent major areas of the curriculum.
2A.
teaches the core class.

Nearly always one teacher

The core class as such came into being during the Sight
Year Study when participating schools were trying to find

25

ways better to serve the needs of all youth.

In the years

since the liight Year atudy, considerable interest has been
aroused in experimenting with the core pattern or organiza
tion.
Most curriculum writers insist on an interpretation
of core which involves a radical departure from subjectcentered content and thus a departure from the study-recite

^Grace 3. Wright, Core Curriculum Development Prob
lems and Practices (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Office of Educa
tion Bulletin No. 5, 1952), 104 P*
2ifIbid.

^Wilford M. Aikin, The Story of the Sight Year
Study (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1942J.
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method of teaching.

Spears states that the core course orig

inates from basic citizenship objectives and draws upon the
subject areas replaced "for whatever they may offer in serv
ing the general development of the students, in keeping with
the goals of the course."

Caswell proposes that the core

is the development of a "continuous, carefully planned series
of experiences, which are based on significant personal and
social problems and which involve learnings of cow/ion concern to all youth.1'27

Krug recognizes as core only tnose

block classes which have as their sole coamitinent "to help
youth •;or.-: on their major personal and social problems and
?
needs.'1""

To Smith, Stanley, and Shores the primary emphasis

in core is on effective social living.

They ma,.ce the state

ment that "latitude of a broad area of social living provides
ample opportunity for both the play of children's interests
29
and the satisfaction of their needs."

tenable lists the

following elements as being dependent on core teaching:

^Harold Spears, The High School for Too.ay (New York:
The American Book Company, 1950), p. 103.
^Hollis L. Caswell, Curriculum Proposals for the
Future in the American High School (New York: Kighth Year
book of the John Dewey Society, 1946), p. 143.
Edward A. Krug, Curriculum Planning (New York.: Har
per and Brothers, 1950), p. 91.
^3.0. Smith, William 0. Stanley, and J.H. Shores,
Fundamentals of Curriculum Development (Yonkers: World Book
Company, 195077 p. 472.
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1. The core program is created to meet the needs
which are held in common by all students.
2. It is based on the abolition of traditional sub
ject matter lines.
3. It utilizes a large block of time.
of the regular class periods.

At least two

4.

It utilizes teacher-student planning.

5.

It emphasizes problem solving rather than drill.

6. It includes units aimed at helping students dis
cover their potentialities.
7. It is usually organized in terms of unit teach
ing and utilizes the resource unit.30
The experience curriculum.

In the experience-

centered curriculum the individual's experience is the start
ing point of all curriculum olanning and action.

Its emphasis

is on the individual's experience, his seeking to find solu
tions to his own problems of living, his discovery of concepts
ana generalities, and his definition of his unique role in a
complex society.^
Gruhn and Douglass have listed the following charac
teristics as being most prominent in the experience-centered
approach:
1. The learning activities are developed from the
interests and the previous experiences of the pupils.
2.

The learning activities are developed by the

^Venable, OJD. cit. , pp. 6l-$l
31Ibid.
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teacher and pupils together rather than by the teacher
alone.
3. The learning activities are adapted to the needs,
interests, and abilities of individual pupils.
4. There is much provision for group activities,
especially small-group activities.
5. There is much provision for teaching the funda
mentals, but with emphasis on doing so in a functional
setting.
6. There is much provision for pupils to explore
their individual interests and abilities.
7. There is a variety of materials and equipment to
aid in the development of learning activities.
$. The human relationships in the classroom are co
operative, friendly, informal, and democratic, with em
phasis on consideration for one another rather than on
obedience to authority.32
IV.

THE SUBJECT Alt^A CU.UICULUi-1

The language arts.

The term "language arts" is used

to designate the fusion of many language skills into one
broad field in which the related phases of expressive and
receptive communication are taught in relationship to each
other.

Generally, the language arts include reading, crea

tive writing, creative expression (such as choral speech),
handwriting skills, literature, spelling, grammar and usage,
listening, vocabulary building, and in some schools instruction

•^William T. Gruhn and Harl R. Douglass, The Modern
Junior High School (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1956),
PP. I7S^IFR.

2a
in a second language.
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Certain differences, however, are

apparent among the language arts.

Reading involves grasp

ing meaning and interpreting ideas; oral anu written activi
ties involve giving expression to ideas, thus bringing into
play quite different, although related, abilities.

The me

chanics of oral ana written expression are distinct.

Spell

ing and handwriting are clearly tools of written expression.
The close practical relationship between spelling, handwrit
ing and written language is recognized in current programs;
but the mastery of distinct, complex skills in handwriting
and spelling seems to require separate, systematic treatment
O1
at various levels of work.
The modern junior high school must provide a program
of language arts with a full understanding of the adolescent
and the environmental factors that affect the development
of the language arts program.

The best learning situation

is real, lifelike experience providing meaning and adequate
motivation for the several kinds of language arts experi
ences, and demanding the exercise of the language abilities
and skills which are essential in various situations.

•^Harold G. Shane, Mary 12. Reddin, and riargaret C.
Gillespie, Beginning Language Arts Instruction with Children
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles 3. Merrill Books, Inc., 1961), p.

10.
^A. Sterling Artley, Interrelationships Among the
Language Arts (Champaign, 111.: National Council of Teachers
of English, 1954), pp. 3, 34.
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Learning involves a significant, meaningful whole rather
35
than practice on isolated, disconnected habits and skills.
Most junior high schools offer a required course in
general English in grades seven, eight, and nine.

In these

schools, however, all the language arts usually are included
in the general English course.

Gruhn and Douglass found in

a study of the junior high school that 9b-% of the schools
surveyed had general English.

They also pointed out that

increased understanding of early adolescents, a changing
philosophy of education, and new approaches concerning the
language arts suggest that certain points of view will influ
ence the development of the language arts program for the
junior high school.

These viewpoints are summarized as fol

lows:
1. The early adolescent period is the one in which
maximum interest in reading is reached.
2. The reading interests of junior high school pu
pils fall into relatively rigid patterns.
3. The typical early adolescent is in the process
of accepting a code of values that will scay with him for
the rest of his life.
4. The early adolescent is attempting to classify his
world in order that he may understand it.

-^National Council of Teachers of English, Commission
on the English Curriculum, The English Language Arts (New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1952), p. 35Gruhn and Douglass, op. cit.. pp. 136-137.
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5.

Language grows with and through experience.

6. Language patterns seem to follow father specific
developmental patterns.37
Van Til advocates teaching the language arts as part
of a core program and lists the following advantages of core
as a vehicle for skill development:
1. Students are motivated to learn skills because
they see that they need them in order to solve real prob
lems.
2. Core activities provide many opportunities for
practicing skills by actually putting them to woru. in
problem solving.
3. The teacher knows his students well and, there
fore, he is better able to identify individual strengths
and weaknesses.
4. The flexibility provided by the longer block of
time facilitates the individual and small-group practice
of skills.
5. Skills can be emphasized throughout the varied
activities carried on in the core class, not just within
a certain skills period or class.
6. In core classes, attention may be given to certain
skills which are neglected in some junior high schools,
such as oral expression or library skills.38
In his memorandum to school boards, Jamas B. Conant
states:
The following subjects should be required of all pu
pils in grades 7 and 8: English (including heavy

37Ibid..
3^Van

pp. 137-139.

Til, OJD. cit., pp. 273-274
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emphasis on reading skills and composition ....^
Instruction in the basic skills begun in the elemen
tary school should be continued as long as pupils can
gain from the instruction. This statement applies par
ticularly to reading ....40
Conant also recommends block-time for teaching language arts,
particularly when combined with social studies.^
Library.

In the publication The Junior High School

We Need Today, the Association for Supervision and Curricu
lum Development makes the following statement in regard to
a well-stocked and adequately staffed library:
At its best, the library can truly be the center of a
good school. A well-selected, currently useful library
collection, with a ratio of 10 or more books per student,
can provide a vitally needed stimulus and opportunity for
reading at a very propitious time for young adolescents.
The good junior high school library provides adequate
space, stock ana personnel, including, preferably, a
clerk in addition to the librarian. It also actively
promotes use of the Horary through coordination with the
program of studies and with reading-skill development.
Individual teachers and their classes make active use of
the library as a most productive resource.42
Mathematics.

The mathematics program at the junior

high school level has the same major purposes as at any other

James B. Conant, Education in the Junior High School
Years (New Jersey: Educational Testing Service, I960), pp.
16-17.
^°Ibid., p. 20.

^1Ibid., p. 22.

^Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develop
ment, The Junior High School tf/e Need (Washington, D.C.: The
National Education Association, 1961), p. 14.
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level.

These purposes are:

1. To insure mathematical competence for the ordi
nary affairs of life, to the extent that this can be
done for all citizens as a part of general education.
2. To provide sound mathematical training for future
leaders in science, mathematics, and other learned
fields.
These should be the purposes of mathematics all the
way from the elementary years through high school.

However,

in designing a mathematics program for any group of students
certain characteristics must be taxen into account.
In the junior high school three functions are basic to
the mathematics program.

These are based on the characteris

tics of junior high school pupils.
1.

Attention to individual differences.

2.

Orientation and guidance.

3.

The transitional function.^

The newer type mathematics courses for grades 7> 8,
and 9 have been developed with first consideration given to
mathematical properties.
tems."

Thus there is emphasis on "sys

Close examination of the new mathematics courses for

junior high school will show that, while the content and or
ganization have been selected from the mathematical point of

^"The Second Report of the Commission on Post-War
Plans," The Mathematics Teacher, XXXVTII (May, 1945)> 195221.
^Gruhn and Douglass, 0£. cit.. pp. 115-116.
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view, the choices are in keeping with sound learning princi
ples.
The University of Maryland Mathematics Project (Junior
High School) was made possible by a grant from the Carnegie
Corporation of New York.^

The primary goal of the project

was to determine maturity levels at which certain mathemat
ical concepts can be appropriately taught, ana to prepare
course materials for a teaching sequence in grades 7 and 8
that is mathematically and psychologically sound and appro
priate to modern day needs.^
Max Beberman, Professor of Education and Director of
the University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics
Project, makes the following statements:
Students must be skillful computers in order to work
effectively with ideas.
The subject matter of mathematics consists of abstrac
tions. The UIC3M materials are full of exploratory exer
cises designed to build awareness of abstractions.
It should be clear that in our attempt to get students
to see that mathematics is an intellectual subject it
should not be misconstrued as an attempt to have stuaents
deal only with ideas and to eliminate manipulative drill.
Whether an abstraction is a twentieth century one or one
known to the Lythagoreans, our working rule is that
students need to develop an awareness of it, symbolize

^M.L. Keedy, "Mathematics in Junior High School,"
Educational Leadership, XVII, No. 3 (December, 1959), 157
46Md.,

p. 15S.
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it, and then invent mechanical procedures for manipu
lating the symbol.47
Important as have been the changes in the arithmetic
programs in our schools during the last half century, other
equally far-reaching changes are in the making.

The direc

tions of these changes, which will affect content, grade
placement, and instructional emphasis, are already foreshad
owed in current happenings.
Brownell states that there are four Kinds of changes
which will be taking place in the years to come.

They are:

1. Much of the traditional content of arithmetic
will be taught sooner.

2. Greater prominence will be given to the mathemat
ical aspects of the subject.
3. Practicable means will be found to accommodate ef
fectively differences in learning ability.
4. The programs in the upper elementary grades will
include much that is new.4°
Programs on the junior high school level will include
such topics as insurance, investments, ano banicing.

These

materials will oe included in an attempt to prepare students
for "life."

Brownell further states that subjects such as

^Max Beberman, "Improving High School i-aathematics
Teaching," Educational Leadership, XVII, No. 3 (December,
1959), pp. 162-166, 188.
^William A. Brownell, "Arithmetic in 1970," The Na
tional Elementary Principal, XXXIX, No. 2 (October, 1959T7
42-43.
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statistics, approximation, mental computation with short
cuts, the history and cultural contribution of arith
metic and of mathematics in general, number systems other
than our own (with bases of d, 5, and 2), mathematical
procedures, and algebraic concepts to assure readiness
for a later grade ....49
are some of the newer additives that will be founu in the
future junior high school mathematics curriculum.
Science.

A recognition of the expanding role of sci

ence in the lives of all Americans is forcing the school to
re-examine its science-education programs.

Junior high

school students of today are living in an environment that
requires a changing concept of the scientific approach.
Much of the content in science courses that has commonly been
considered fundamental is, in reality, merely traditional.
Much weeding out of this content must precede tne moderniz
ing of the science courses being taught in the classrooms of
today.

Furthermore, the continuous increase in the amount of

new knowledge and theory suggests that an appropriate modern
izing of science courses will prove to be a continuing prob
lem.

The current trend toward teaching fewer concepts but

with increased emphasis on depth of understanding accentuates
the need for increased care in the selection of learning ex50
periences.

49Ibid..

p. 45.

-*°Paul Deh. Hurd and Philip G. Johnson, "Rethinking
Science Education," The Fifty-ninth Yearbook of The National
Society for the ^tudy of education (Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 19oOT7 pp» 332-333*
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Gruhn and Douglass report that kilo of the junior high
schools in their study required general science in the
seventh grade, oZp in the eighth grade, and
51
grade.

in the ninth

Noar writes that v/ith the new emphasis on science,

many schools have reinstated courses in the seventh and
eighth grades.

52

Conant recommends that general science be

a part of the required program for all seventh and eighth
graders, and that it be given at least one period each day
for five days a wee:.:, or the equivalent.

53

The national Science Teachers Association has issued
the following statements in regard to emphasis on general
science in the 1960s:
1. The total amount of time spent on general science
appears considerable. The number of minutes for science
in the regular school week is increasing. In addition,
after school, Saturday, ana summer programs in the form
of seminars are being used to extend the school day.
2. There is less "reading and talking about science"
and more doing; of it by junior high school boys and
girls. More time is being spent on individual and group
experimentation. This may be in the form of project type
work as a regular class activity or an entry in local and
national competitions. It is becoming increasingly com
mon for scientists to visit classrooms and for students
to explore science laboratories in the community.

^Gruhn and Douglass, 0£. cit. , p. 172.
^Gertrude Noar, The Junior High School —Today and
Tomorrow (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1961), p. 217.
^Conant, 0£. cit., pp. 16-17.
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3. Ability grouping, in spite of opposition from
some educators strongly grounded in child growth and de
velopment, is on the increase. One of the junior high
school science programs just described has three tracks
and another, five.
4. There is a movement away from science as a part
of a core program, and a trend toward making it a strong
academic basis for science courses in the upper high
school grades. At the same time, the mathematics in
science is being stressed.
5. In keeping with the trend just described, an ef
fort is being made to strengthen the academic back
grounds of junior high school science teachers in both
the biological and physical sciences.54
The teaching of junior high school science requires
well-designed rooms and laboratories which niai-ce it possible
for pupils to carry on individual projects and laboratory
-work.
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/irginia fisher observes that

if our teaching is to prepare the child for his place in
society, v/e must provide opportunities to enable him to
find his place. Our junior and senior high school sci
ence and mathematics programs should not be centered
around the college-bound student alone, even if today a
higher percentage of students are enrolled in colleges.
It is our responsibility to train the rest for channels
of gainful employment in our highly technical world. 5°
Through good science programs

g

tudents can be helped

to discover basic, inherent elements of rhythm and

Developments in High School 3cience Teaching
(Washington, D. C.: The National Education Association, 1.960),
pp. 35-36.
"^Hurd, 00,. cit. , p. 336.
^Virginia «tf. Fisher, "A Science Curriculum to Meet
Modern Needs," Clearing House, XXXIII, Wo. 1 (September,
1953), 9.
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predictability, of cause-and-effect relationships, within a
world of uncertainty and instability.

In a shifting, chang

ing social and economic structure they can be helped to face
57
life with reasonable optimism.
Social studies.

The social studies in a subject area

curriculum include geography, American and state history,
world history, civics, and some aspects of guidance.

A so

cial studies course usually is required of all students
five periods per week in grades 7, 8, and 9.

Often a dif

ferent aspect is emphasized at each grade level, such as
state history in either the seventh or eighth grade, United
States history in seventh and/or eighth, anc world geography
in the ninth grade.^
Of the 370 junior high schools included in the study
by Gruhn and Douglass, 69P required geography in the seventh
grade Tor an average of 4.9 periods per weex for two semes
ters.

United States history was required by only 21.J of the

schools in the seventh grade, but by 77/-' in the eighth grade,
meeting 4.9 perioas per week for two semesters.

59

•^Nelson F. Beeler, "Next Steps in Elementary Sci
ence," The National Elementary Principal, XXXVII, No. 6
(April, 1953), 14.
^Van Til, o£. cit.. p. 87.
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_

Gruhn and Douglass, o£. cit., p. 147.
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In teaching the social studies, schools have had a
good opportunity to implement the core curriculum.

In 1949

Grace Wright found that 15.3/<? of the junior high schools of
the nation were usin ; core programs for social studies.^
In 1955 Tompkins found 57.3/^ of tne junior high schools us
ing block-time classes, core, or unified studies.

In

junior high schools of over 1,000 enrollment he reported that
72.5'/" were so organized.

Lounsbury's study in 1954 of 251

junior high schools revealea block-time programs in 59/" of
the schools, but problem-centered core classes in only 12',®.
However, in 19^5 i'icEachsn found 60,i> of the seventh grades or
ganized in blocks for general education, but only about onethird of the eighth grades were so organized.
Faunce and Clute indicate that "as teachers and ad
ministrators become more aware of the developmental needs of
youth, the highly departmentalized junior high school may

Wright, loc. cit.
^Ellsworth Tompkins, "The Daily Schedule in Junior
High Schools," report of the Committee on Junior High School
Education, The Bulletin of the National Association of Sec
ondary School Principals, XL {May, 1956)~ 176-219.
^Lounsbury, o£. cit. , p. 133.
^Howard D. kcEachen, "Status and Trends in Organiza
tion and Curriculum in Selected Junior High Schools" (un
published Doctoral dissertation, University of Kansas, Law
rence, Kansas, 1955), p. 90.
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pass from the scene."^

In the two fields most often com

bined to form the block of time (.English and Social Studies)
65
departmentalization already has been reduced significantly. ^
In his report Conant recommends that "a block of time
be set aside, at least in grade 7, in which one teacher has
the same pupils for two or more periods, generally in English

66

and social studies."

/VTiile there are numerous advocates for a core curricu
lum in the junior high school which combines social studies
with some other subject-area, there are studies that support
the disadvantages of such a core.

In summarizing pertinent

research, liberty concluded that "few significant differ
ences in student achievement as measured by objective tests
have been found between students in core programs anu those
/ r~i

in other types of curricular organizations."
Foreign l a n g u a g e .

The struggle to retain foreign lan

guage instruction in the curriculum has been long and inde
cisive.

Historically, the pendulum has swung from intensive

^Roland C. Faunce and Morrel J. Clute, Teaching and
Learning in the Junior High School (San Francisco: vi/adsworth
Publishing Company, Inc., 1961), pp. 91-92.
^Ibid., p. 92.

^Conant, 0£. cit. , p. 22.

^Harold Alberty, "Evaluation of Core Programs,"
Encyclopedia of Educational Research (third edition; New
York: The Macmillan Company, I960), p. 339.
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concentration in foreign languages (the classical language)
in the Latin Grammar School to complete abandonment of for
eign language in thousands of schools of the current era.
Presently the pendulum is swinging bade to a position favor
able to the inclusion of foreign language instruction.
The foreign language institutes provided by the Na
tional Defense Education Act funus have injected new life
into the language curriculum.

Further bolstered by federal

funds, public schools are rapidly purchasing and installing
language laboratory equipment.^
Today there are numerous professional groups giving
serious consideration to the values and methods of foreign
language instruction.

Current research indicates that for

eign language should be offered in junior high school but
should not be required of all students.

Conant recommends

that "some, if not all, pupils should start the study of a
modern foreign language on a conversational basis with a
& Q Plante indicates that
bilingual teacher in grade seven."
"consideration should be given to developing a foreign lan
guage program in the seventh grade and continuing for six

Peter F. Olivia, "The Foreign Language Dilemma,"
Educational Leadership, XVIII, No. k (January, 1961), 236.

69 Conant, 0£. cit., p. 17.
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years on through grade twelve."

Van Til suggests that the

seventh and eighth grade modern language program be "explora
tory in nature" ana

;Tit

is hoped tiiat the student will de

velop to sorae degree the ability to communicate in the lan71
guage studied."

tie states furtner that

many who favor experimentation with foreign languages as
exploratory offerings in the seventh and eighth grades
are unready to require a language for all students.
They hold to an elective approach and open the possi
bility particularly to the talented.
Y/here it is possible to organize, schedule, and staff
an exploratory-foreign language program, it should be
done experimentally and with an open mind.72
In schools where foreign languages are being taught,
the language laboratory seems to be the oest xnown solution
for getting good student participation.

However, there are

other techniques and devices serving witn varying results.73
Some of the more common are records, television, radio,
tapes and pictures, slides, community resources, and elec
tronic equipment.
Despite the increasing popularity of foreign lan
guage instruction, Carroll points out that the much discussed

^Alexander J. Plante, "All Pupils Study Foreign Lan
guage in a Six-Year Sequence,"The Bulletin of the National
Association of Secondary School Principals, XIVI, No. 271
(February, ly62T, 74.
"^Van Til, oo. cit., p. 371.
72Ibid..

pp. 372-373.

^Theodore Mueller, "^evi Trends in MFL Teaching,"
Clearing; House, XXXIV, No. 5 (January, I960), 271-274.
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FLES (Foreign Language for Elementary Schools) program has
thus far shown little either about what benefit can be ex
pected of such programs or how they should be conducted.^
Practical and fine arts.

I-iost would accept the con

cept that training in both the practical and fine arts is
useful for all students.

The fact ta&t most junior high

schools require training in art, music, homemaking, and
industrial arts in the seventh and eighth grades appears to
75
substantiate this belief.
In certain communities where a large percentage of
the high school graduates go to college and where there are
more opportunities for cultural advantages, objections are
being raised to the above requirements of homemaking and in
dustrial arts for all boys and girls.

The reasons given are

(l) that the cost of establishing and running these programs
is proportionately much higher than other programs in the
curriculum; (2) that all children do not require this train
ing because some parents provide whatever experiences are
necessary for the child in these areas; and (3) that certain
children could benefit by taking another course for which

^John Q. Carroll, "Foreign Languages for Children,"
The National Elementary Principal, XXXIX, Wo. 6 (May, I960),

12.
^Gordon E. Bucher, "Open setter to Dr. Conant,"
Clearing House, XXXV, No. 9 May, 1961), 517•
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they may apparently have more need.
Regarding the practical and fine arts, Gertrude Noar
writes that
creative activity can characterize all phases of the work
in the junior high school. Shop worK becomes an exciting
adventure to both boys and sirls when they see their own
ideas translated into metal, wood, clay, or plastics, and
when each one plans and makes the thing he wants, not the
cookie cutter, broom holder, or ash tray that is in the
course of study. The fine arts are not so good as they
can or ought to be when the child does not find in those
classrooms the chance to use all kinus of media to ex
press his own thoughts and emotional reactions.77
In the study made by Gruhn and Louglass over 50/o of
the junior hign schools in both grades 7 and 6 offered gen73
eral industrial arts.

They also found that 29/o of the

schools surveyed required general home economics in the
seventh grade and 34/" required general home economics in the
eighth grade, while only 16/o required general home economics
in the ninth grade.

The ninth grade home economics classes

generalLy were found to be elective, with 41^ of the schools
listing them as such.7^

In the same study 50>» of the

schools required two semesters of art and crafts in the
seventh grade, while 43required the same course in the
eighth grade.

Arts and crafts were most generally listed

76Ibid..
77Noar,
7d

p. 517.

o£. cit., pp. 169-170.

Gruhn and Douglass, o£. cit., p. 102.

79Ibid.,

p. 133.
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as electives in tne ninth grade.

In a majority of the

junior high schools surveyed music was required in grades 7
gi
and 8, while in the ninth grade it was usually elective.
Most junior ni.-;'n schools have a band, an orchestra, anu a
mixed chorus scheduled during the school day.

A survey of

224 junior high schools in 1933 revealed that 89.3/o of the
schools had a band, 75.9/^ had an orchestra, and 76.8/3 had a
chorus.

There were also glee clubs in

86.6/0

of these schools

The music program should be available to all students and not
only to the few who are gifted.
Conant strongly condemns the marching band by stating
that "there is no sound educational reason for them and too
g-a
often they serve merely as puolic entertainment."
In regard to the practical and fine arts, Faunce and
Clute remind the reader that "the purpose here is to provide
a rich exploratory experience --not to prepare for specific
v o c a t i o n s . V a n Til states that "desirable exploratory
offerings include and usually stress industrial arts, home85
making, art and music."

^Ibid.. p. 123.

^Ibid., p. 164.

82
Edward G. Fennell, "An Analysis of Programs of Out
standing Junior High Schools in the United otates" (unpub
lished Doctoral dissertation, Cornell University, 1953).
go
?Conant, OJD. cit. , p. 42.
gi
Faunce and Clute, o£. cit., p. 252.
^Van Tilj o£. cit., p. 361.
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Physical education and health.

Physical education is

an established and widely approved subject for the junior
high school years.

The growth patterns of adolescents dur

ing these years provide clear justification Tor the inclu
sion of physical education.
Tne Association for supervision and Curriculum Devel
opment has drawn tne following conclusions in regard to
physical education at the junior high school le vel:
The go 3d junior high school recognizes tne important
role of physical development and physical education in
the lives of all early adolescent boys and girls. The
development of a realistic, self-respecting, and satis
fying self-concept is closely linked with the develop
ment of the individual's body-image in early adoles
cence. Competitive athletics which features only those
boys whose physical coordination ana proficiency are at
the highest level fail to take into account the fact that
all boys have a crucial need for help in and opportunity
for wholesome physical development. The good junior high
school recognizes this and provides a good, physical
education program in wnicn all children are encouraged
to participate. For both boys and girls, the physical
education program of a good junior high school includes
consideraOle emphasis on personal hygiene, nutrition,
diet and other health matters.
Faunce and Clute suggest the following as broad objec
tives for the establishment of a junior high school physical
education program:
1. It helps develop and maintain maximum physical
efficiency.
2.

It helps develop useful physical skills.

ri /"

The Association for Supervision and Curriculum De
velopment, op. cit., p. 17.
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3.

It helps a student act in socially useful ways.

4. It helps a student enjoy wholesome physical rec
reation.87
The obligation of the schools to provide instruction
in health has been stated time and again by national educa
tion policy groups and by study groups at all levels through
out the country.
In considering health services, it is well to recog
nize that activities and procedures which were worthwhile in
the past may now be of questionable value in view of advances
in preventive medical care and public health.

The main pur

pose for health education in the school is to help Keep chil
dren as physically, mentally, and emotionally fit as possible
so that they can get the maximum benefit from their school
ing.^

Van Til, /ars, and Lounsbury maintain that "health

should be integrated with the on-going physical education
program and not simply be left to rainy days when outdoors
activities are impossible."
Other areas.

oQ

Subjects such as speech, drama, jour

nalism, business education, agriculture, and typing should

87
'Faunce and Clute, 0£. cit., p. 100.
cJdRoy li. Davis, "Quality in School Health Adminis
tration," The National Slementary Principal. XXXIX, No. 4
(February, I960), 7 - 8 .
^Van Til, o£. cit.. p. 367.
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be included in the curriculum.

However, the extent to which

a community desires that its junior high school participate
in those areas will determine which of the above are to be
included in the curriculum.
V.

GROUPING FOR INSTRUCTION

IN THJ JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
A good school system recognizes that children differ
in their development in a multitude of ways:

in rate of

growth, in development, in abilities, in interests, and in
experiential background.

A good school system recognizes

also that quality instruction tends to increase these differ
ences rather than to diminish them.

Indeed, regardless of

the quality of instruction, children grow more unlike one
another as they progress through school.
Many schemes are oeing used to assist teachers in pro
viding varied educational activities for pupils.

Educational

literature is replete witn suggestions, though the research
is by no means clear-cut on most plans.

However, two rather

important generalizations seem apparent from the research and,
while these offer no solution to the complex problem, they
may give a sense of direction.
The first generalization is that there is no panacea
for the problem of grouping.

Second, the essential
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characteristic of most successful plans is flexibility."^
Grouping students for effective learning is both an
administrative expedient and an educational process.

Group

ing, like most aspects of organization, is not an end in it
self.

riatner, it is a means whereby progress toward desir

able ends may be facilitated.

It is reasonable then to

assume that grouping should always be considered in its re
lation to other comoonents of the total educational program.
Hicks states that it is on this assumption that the follow
ing guiding principles must be applied:
1.

Grouping should be related to purpose.

2.

Grouping should contribute to improved learning.

3.

Grouping should be reasonably flexible.

4. Grouping should be based on multiple factors of
growth.
5. Grouping should facilitate effective use and adap
tation of facilities and materials in terms of tne differ
ing learning rates of children.
6.

Grouping should be natural ana realistic.

7. Grouping should be free from negative effect and
stigmas.91
A review of the various organizational plans shows

90David C. Sanders, Elementary Education and the Aca
demically Talented Pupil (Washington, D.C.: National Educa
tion Association and the Department of Elementary School
Principals, 1961), pp. 13-14.
^Hanne J. Hicks, Administrative Leadership in the
Elementary School (New York: The Ronald Press Oompany,
1956), pp. 167-189.
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that they provide for the adjustment of gross differences in
the ability of children but do not reduce materially the
range of differences within a class.

The underlying problem

in any attempt at grouping is the presently imperfect means
of evaluating the students since innate abilities, acquired
Knowledge and skills, and emotional factors are all mingled
and difficult to separate.
If ability grouping is to be initiated successfully,
it is important that all involved have a reasonable under
standing of the procedure.

Cochran makes the following as

sumption in regard to ability .grouping for junior high
school students:
The purpose of ability grouping is to provide for in
dividual differences among all students, not for the
sole purpose of providing a program for gifted students.
Three group levels should be established for seventh
grade students in English ana mathematics; eighth grade
students in English, mathematics ana science; and ninth
grade students in English and science. Flexibility in
placement is used to promote the total needs of students
rather than a rigid criteria alone in determining the
placement of students.92
Conant has made the statement that "grouping for in
structional purposes is a subject about which educators with
93
considerable experience disagree."

However, he offers

^2John ft. Cochran, "Grouping students in Junior High
School," Educational Leadership. XVIII, No. 7 (April, 1961),
414-415.
03
7^Conant, 00. cit.. p. 25.
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further comment on grouping by stating:

I preferably recommend three groups in academic
courses with the levels of the pupils in a particular
grade in a large middle group. Preferably, the group
ing should be accomplished subject by subject, except, "
of course, in those subjects combined in block-time
classes.94
Gertrude Noar maxes the following observation in regard to
grouping for instruction on the junior high school level:
Whenever students are separated on the basis of par
tial measurements of one or another mental characteris
tic, the pupils who are placed in the lower group feel
guilty, fearful, inadequate and may even hate themselves.
The demand for recognition and reward involves the need
for praise and success and is necessary for growth.95
Faunce and Clute write that
ability grouping makes no positive contribution to demo
cratic group experience and that after several years of
gradual elimination of ability grouping, it appears to
be gaining ground again in the junior high school.96
In the study that Lounsbury made in 1954> 55/» of the
251 schools sampled had some type of ability grouping, and
97
2070 of them completely grouped by ability.

In reviewing

the accumulated findings of various investigators, Fred

»Vil-

helms draws the following conclusions:
1. There is no evidence that ability grouping, taken
by itself, leads to improved mastery of subject matter.
2.

liven if one takes the most favorable position,

^Ibid., p. 26.
^Noar, o£. cit., pp. 36-37.
^Faunce and Clute, OP . cit., p. 190.
^Lounsbury, op. cit., p. 136.
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which some investigators hold, that there is a slight
balance of evidence in favor of ability grouping, the
difference is minuscle and bears no relation whatever to
the optimistic popular expectation of a signal change.
3. If any one group has at all consistently gained
from grouping it has been the low groups.
4. Teachers have tendeu to see grouping as somewhat
easing their problems of instruction —a perception not
to be taken lightly.98
Successful or not, ability grouping apparently is
here to stay, at least for awhile.

Practiced wisely as an

administrative plan, it can be effective.

As merely a way

of yielding to public pressure to do something for the gifted
child, it will not succeed.

Experimentation will need to

continue in an attempt to determine how junior high schools
can best benefit from grouping for instruction.

yr.

SCHEDULING

In junior high schools with departmentalized pro
grams, the problem of scheduling can become extremely compli
cated.

Furthermore, once the schedule is made it is not

easily changed and must be followed much more closely than
in a non-departmentalized program.

Too often the content of

the schedule has been due more to administrative than to ed
ucational considerations.

The educational program of the

•^Fred Vfilhelms and Dorothy Westby-Gibson, "Grouping
Research Offers Leads," Educational Leadership. XVIII, No. 7
(April, 1961), 410-413.
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school should determine primarily how the schedule will be
constructed.

This is not always the case.

Gruhn and Douglass write that there are two methods
of schedule construction suitable for use in the junior high
school: (1) the mosaic method, and (2) the block method.
The mosaic method is simply taking a sheet of paper and
drawing a grid outline of vertical and horizontal lines,
then designating vertical columns by the nuinber of periods
contained in the scnool day, and in the horizontal columns
are placed the names of every teacher.

The class sections

and days of the week are then attached or marked in the grid.
The block method is somewhat similar to the mosaic,
except that more than one period at a time is blocked to
gether for instruction.
The significance of reorganizing instruction into
more meaningful units and the necessity for blocking in
structional time for effective use of direct, first-hand ex
perience have been the concern of thoughtful educators for
many years.

In a study conducted by Grace bright, block-of-

time scheduling was found to be on the increase in junior
high schools.

She observed that block-time classes, meet

ing for two or more class periods or combining or replacing
two or more subjects required of all pupils, were found in

GO
Gruhn and Douglass, 0£. cit.. p.
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19*3^ of the 3,013 schools sampled.

Among the junior high

schools reporting, 317<> had block-time classes; the juniorsenior high schools had only 12>0.

Block-time classes were

found more often in large than in small schools, and more of
them were in grade 7 than grade 8, and in grade 8 more than
,

~ 100

in grade 9.

English ana social studies were the subjects com
bined most frequently, either alone or with one or more other
subjects.

In schools reporting, 6o> taught the subjects com

bined separately, 20,0 unified or fused the subjects in a
subject-centered program, and 12)v had an experience-centered
core program built around problem areas.
In a communication issued by the i\iebras;ca Department
of Education, the block-of-ti.ue was identified as
one of the best ways to assure a smooth transition from
the self-contained elementary classroom to the secondary
school .... This type of scheduling is strongly recom
mended by the department. »ve believe it is an important
feature of a good junior high school program and are
pleased to find an increasing number of school officials
who are finding that it works effectively.102

Grace 3. //right, Block-Time Classes and the Core
Program in the Junior High School (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Bulletin No. 6,
1953), P. 1.
10lIbid.,

p. 2.

102
Nebraska Department of Education, Educationally
Yours, VII, Wo. 50 (January 2, 1961).
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In his look at the junior high school Conant ob
served that block-of-time scheduling was a controversial
subject among educators, but declared that even opponents
admitted that it may have advantages.

In regard to block-

tiaie scheduling he personally maintains that
there should be a block-of-time set aside, at least in
grade 7, in which onj teacher has the same pupils for two
or more periods, generally in English and social studies.
My reason for advocating block-of-time scheduling is
simply to enable one teacher to know the pupils well be
cause he meets fewer of them for a longer period of
time.103
The Association for oupervision and Curriculum Development
has recommended that junior high schools "offer a block-oftime instruction each year for the three years so that one
teacher will have a group of children for a substantial
period.
Trump suggests there is a need for "modifying sched
ules" and elaborates by stating that "the purpose of sched
ule modification is to make it more flexible so that students
and teachers can break out of the conventional, standard-

105

sized period, five aays a week."

103
•^Conant, 0£. cit., pp. 22-23.
lOA-The Association for Supervision and Curriculum De
velopment, 0£. cit.. p. 15.
Lloyd Trump and Dorsey Baynham, Guide to
Better Schools (Chicago, 111.: Rand McrJally Company, 1961),

P. 117.

There is little doubt among practicing educators that
the schedule has hampered the development of experimental
programs more than any other one thing.

On the contemporary

scene fresh approaches in the form of educational television,
independent studies, and others have challenged the timehonored concepts of the orderly fifty-minute schedule and
the neatly packaged bodies of subject matter apportioned to
the school day.
Present studies and experimentation indicate that the
junior high school schedule of the future will have greater
flexibility and there will be less scheduling of students in
40- to 55-iainute class periods.

More time will be spent in

large group instruction, small group discussion, and indi
vidual study.
VII.

GUIDANCE

Providing guidance for the early adolescent years is
an important function of the junior high school.

Guidance

through exploration was offered as one of the original pur
poses, and the need for such a program at the junior high
school level has been stressed by noted writers during the
recent decade.

In the development of academic and social

"*"°^Melvin P. Heller, James E. Smith, and Bettye Belford, "The New Look in Class Schedules, Teacher Responsi
bilities, and Student Programs," School Management. V, No.
10 (October, 1961), 79-82.

skills on the junior high school level, Robert Mathewson re
iterates that "guidance is necessary in helping to carry
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through adolescent tasks of maturation and development."

A recognition of individual differences is one of the para
mount objectives of guidance.

Assisting students in reveal

ing and appraising their own abilities and interests, ac
quainting them with future needs, and guiding their choices
are the responsibilities of a worthwhile guidance program.
In their recent book, Guidance in the Junior High
School, Cottingham and Hopke outline special guidance func
tions that are essential in a well planned and organized
junior high school guidance program.

They include the fol

lowing:
1. To meet the peculiar needs of the physical matur
ing of the junior high school child.
2. To assist in the forming of sound and accepted
social adjustments during a period of rapid and confus
ing social development.
3. To aid in meeting and developing positive emo
tional standards.
4.

To aid the student in learning about himself.

5.

To aid in the formation of teachable class groups.

6. To encourage vocational interests through occu
pational information.
7.

To aid in satisfying intellectual curiosity.

•*"^Robert H. Mathewson, Guidance Policy and Practice
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1955), P« 113.

5a
S.

To aid in increasing the holding power of schools.

9. To aid the pupil in the suitable choice of a
senior high school program.
10. To evaluate the effective use of the guidance
program through follow-up in the senior high school and
in the community.103
Effective guidance services do not develop by chance.
Such services require careful planning, execution, and evalu
ation or else they will be of little more worth to the stu
dents being served than a program of incidental activities.
Counseling is an important part of the guidance services.
To be effective, the counselor should be assigned to fulltime counseling responsibilities.

The determination of the

most desirable counselor-counsel^e ratio is a highly debat
able issue, but the ratio of one counselor for every 250 to
109
300 students is suggested.
The importance of the homeroom and classroom teacher
in guidance should not be overlooked since the greatest bur
den for educational guidance falls upon individual teachers.
Even in schools with a part- or full-time counselor most of
the educational guidance activities are carried on by

"'"^Harold F. Cottingham and William E. Hopke, Guid
ance in the Junior High School (Bloomington, 111.: McKnight
and McKnight Publishing Company, 1961), pp. 36-39.
"^''Raymond N. Hatch and Buford Stefflre, Administration of Guidance Services (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: PrenticeHall, Inc., 1958), p. 214.
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homeroom and classroom teachers.

The Association for Super

vision and Curriculum Development has added considerable
strength to the recommendations made by leading authorities
concerning junior high school guidance and the importance of
the classroom teacher through the following statement:
Guidance and counseling are crucial during the junior
high school years. Decisions made by young adolescents
are apt to have long-term consequences and in many cases
are ii'reversible. Personal dilemmas faced by the young
adolescent are often difficult for him to handle and
understand. The classroom teacher has the closest and
steadiest relationship with boys and girls and, because
of this relationship, should assume a major role in
their guidance. Many junior high schools arrange teach
ers' schedules so that they teach subjects in a blockof-time program with no more than two groups, and then
serve as teacher-counselor for these students. Teacher
counseling must be supplemented by guidance specialists
who are not in a teaching relationship with students but
who work closely with the teachers who can, upon need,
provide individual and small group counseling. dvery
pupil should have opportunities for at least one class
room teacher and one guidance specialist.HO
Included in the guidance and counseling program should
be time and opportunity for staff members to consult with
parents.

The counselor can provide valuable information

about the individual student's development and about his scho
lastic potential and needs.
VIII.

CO-CUitRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Co-curricular activities are an important part of the
school program as they provide significant learning

"'"^The Association for Supervision and Curriculum De
velopment, 0£. cit., p. 111.
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experiences which can not be offered as effectively else
where in the educational program of the school.

Co-

curricular activities are frequently referred to as extra
curricular, extra-class, out-of-class, and allied activities.
Regardless of the term used, the activities involved are stu
dent centered and usually less formal than class activities.
Usually there is no academic credit given for student partici
pation in these activities.

More attention is given to the

personal, social, and vocational guidance aspect than is
found in classroom instruction.
Conant has made the following recommendation in regard
to extra-curricular activities:
Group activities which have particular relevance for
early adolescents should be part of the total program.
These include musical and dramatic activities, assembly
and homeroom programs, interest clubs, intramural ath
letics, and student council.H2
Van Til has given considerable study to the co-curricular and activity programs in junior high schools and has found
that "educators want them too, for they are a proven way to
achieve many widely accepted educational goals."113
^

They also

provide the following list of objectives as guideposts for

ill

Franklin A. Miller, James H. Moyer, and Robert B.
Patrick, Planning Student Activities (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.i
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1956), p. 3.

112Conant, op. cit., p. 22.
^"^Van Til, o£. cit., p. 417*
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junior high school educators hoping to achieve an effective
activity program:
1. A time for the activity program should be pro
vided within the school day.
2. Participation in some activity by every pupil
should be encouraged though probably not required.
3. Participation in the activity program should in
no way be limited by academic achievement.
4. Participation in any activity should in no way be
limited by the social or financial status of the pupil.
5. Organizational, formalities should be kept to a
minimum and program flexibility maintained.
6. A student-faculty committee should be charged with
a continuing responsibility for the program.
7. A policy of sponsor selection should be estab
lished.
$. Sponsorship should be an integral part of the
teacher's load.
9. The functions and objectives of the program activ
ities should be fully understood by the faculty.
Faunce and Clute define the co-curricular program as
"the program of student activities," ana give the following
as activities that should be considered in a junior high
school program:
1. The social program. (Such as: games, mixers,
bowling, dancing, variety shows, group singing, and of
course refreshments.)
2. The service role. (Such as: pen pals, helping
underprivileged children CARE packages, etc.)

114Ibid.,

pp. 417-419
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3.

School clubs.

4.

School assemblies.

5.

Publications.

6.

Music.

7.

Speech and dramatics.

8.

Athletics.

9.

School camping.

10.

(Band, orchestra, mixed chorus.)

(Intramural and interscholastic.)

115
Student government.

To fulfill the functions of the junior high school, a
co-curricular and activity program should be included.

Many

of the important objectives that are necessary for personalsocial development can not be met adequately in the typical
academic program.

It is important for junior high school ed

ucators to keep the co-curricular program both flexible and
adaptable in an attempt to meet the needs of all students.

"*"^Faunce and Clute, 0£. cit., pp. 121-157

CHAPTER III
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
IN ARIZONA
While the junior high school has grown rapidly as a
part of the public school system in the United States, its
development in Arizona has been a slow and difficult task.
In attempting to trace the history of the junior high school
in Arizona, some consideration should be given to the estab
lishment of public schools, particularly the public second
ary schools.
The first legislation pertaining to public schools was
enacted during the latter part of the 1360s when the first
Territorial Governor was appointed.

The Honorable Anson P.K.

Safford was a man of great influence and proven leadership.
He had previous experience as Governor-General of Nevada and
as a California legislator.

His appointment, beginning in

1869, lasted for a total of eight years, during which time
interest in public education grew rapidly in the Arizona Ter
ritory."^

''"Samuel Pressly McCrea, "The Establishment of the
Arizona School System" (unpublished Master's thesis, Leland
Stanford Junior University, Stanford, California, 1902).
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Governor Safford was instrumental in obtaining pas
sage of the School Law of 1871, which later became known as
the first school law in the Arizona Territory.

This law,

although sponsored by his good friend Estavan Ochoa, was his
own personal bill.

2

The law provided for a mandatory county and terri
torial tax for the support of schools, clarified the rules
and regulations for the certification of teachers, provided
for a county board of examiners, for a territorial board of
education, and for a territorial superintendent of schools.
Numerous other education bills were introduced and passed in
the Territorial Legislature during the tenure of Governor
Safford.
In 1&95 the Territorial Legislature enacted legisla
tion that established the first legal high school.

It was

an act to provide for the establishment and maintenance of
3

high schools in the Territory of Arizona.

Phoenix Union

High School was established during 1&95 and was the first
legal high school under the new law.

In the decade that fol

lowed, no less than thirteen legal high schools were opened
in the Territory.^

2A.M.

Gustafson, "Schools for a Frontier State,"
Arizona Teacher, L, No. 5 (May, 1962), 13-15.
^Arizona Session Laws of 1&95»
^"Gustafson, loc. cit.

Chap. 32, p. 43.
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In 1912 when Arizona achieved statehood, provision was
made through enactment of the Constitution to provide ade
quately for a public school system.

Article XI entitled

"Education" provides as follows:
Section 1. The Legislature shall enact such laws as
shall provide for the establishment ana maintenance of a
general and uniform public school system, which system
shall include kindergarten schools, industrial schools
and a university (which shall include an agricultural col
lege, a school of mines), and such other technical schools
as may be essential until such time as it may be deemed
advisable to establish separate State institutions of
such character. The Legislature shall also enact such
laws as shall provide for the education and care of the
deaf, dumb, and blind.5
This act consists of ten sections that clarify and outline
the functions and purposes of the public school system in
Arizona.
The first State Legislative Assembly enacted a law
that broadened the basis upon which high schools might be
established and thus facilitated the forming of new dis
tricts.

In 1921 the Fifth Legislature enacted a law which

was of considerable importance in furthering the establish
ment and maintenance of public schools in Arizona.

It pro

vided for a state levy for common and high schools:
There shall be levied and collected annually, in the
manner in which other state taxes are levied and col
lected, by a levy made by the officials provided by law,
a sufficient tax to raise a sum which shall not be less
than Twenty-five dollars ($25.00) per capita on all
children in average daily attendance in the "common" and

^Arizona Session Laws of 1912.
p. 396.

Chap. 12, Sec. 74,
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"high schools" of the state, as shown by the records of
the State Superintendent of Public Instruction for the
preceding year . . . . 6
The first mention of junior high schools occurred in
the State Superintendent's report for the school years 19241926.

This report stated that the organisation of such

schools as a separate unit in the school systems of Arizona
was yet in the experimental stage, although some of the
larger systems of the state had maintained junior high
schools.7

The actual formation of such schools was provided

for by the Eighth Legislature meeting in 1927.

The legisla

tion outlined the following as one of the powers of the
Boards of Trustees:
Section 21. To organize, by and with the consent of
the County School Superintendent, intermediate schools
composed of the seventh, eighth and ninth grades of the
schools under their jurisdiction, or, in union high school
districts, to organize the seventh and eighth grades of
such intermediate schools; and, in the event of the or
ganization of any such intermediate schools, to secure
and receive all funds for the maintenance thereof, in
the manner provided by law.®
Since 1927 there have been only two other laws en
acted that have direct application to the junior high school,
and neither of them specifically states "intermediate" or
"junior high school."

The first is included under education

6 Arizona Session Laws of 1921.

Chap. 15^> p. 393.

7

Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Pub
lic Instruction, 1924-192& [Phoenix: State Dept. of Public
Instruction, 1926T, pi 5~.
^Arizona Session Laws of 1927.

Chap. 246, pp. 234-235.
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and states as follows:
An Act to Amend Revised Statutes of Arizona, 1913.
Article 3.

Public School Curriculum.

15-1021. Instruction in State and Federal Constitu
tion and American Institutions.
All public schools shall give instruction in the es
sentials, sources, and history of the Constitution of
the United States and Arizona and instruction in American
institutions and ideals. The instruction shall be given
in accordance with the state course of study for at
least one year of the grammar and high school grades re
spectively ....9
While this section specifies grammar and high school,
it does affect the junior high school since the state course
of study provides that United States and state government
be taught in the eighth grade.
The other legislation pertains to the apportionment
of funcs.

It states as follows:

15-1212.

Apportionment of Funds.

1. "Common School" - means the first grade to eighth
grade inclusive.
2. nHign School" - means the ninth grade to twelfth
grade inclusive.
3.

"Daily attendance" means: ....
(a, iii) ... the seventh and eighth grade attends
a minimum of three hundred sixty minutes, including in
each case recreation periods, and in which a pupil re
gardless of grade is actually present during one or both

^Arizona Revised Statutes 1956, pp. 46^-469.
1QCourse

of Study for Eighth Grade (I960 revision;
Phoenix: State of Arizona Department of Public Instruction),
pp. 3-4.
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of the two sessions into which the school day is di
vided, but attendance at one session only shall be
counted as one-half day's attendance.il
Reference was made in the Arizona Educational Direc
tory 1919-1920 to a junior high school principal and teachers
in Cochise County, Bisbee School District Number Two, but no
12
specilic junior high school was listed.

Since the listing

follows immediately after the senior high school in Bisbee
it may be presumed, as was common at that time, that the
junior and senior high schools were combined.

No other men

tion was made of junior high schools at that time.
In 1922-1923 and in 1924-1925 reference was made
again to junior high school personnel in Bisbee, but there
was still no direct mention of a junior high school.

In

1925-1926 the Directory actually listed junior high schools
by title.

In that particular year there were two junior high

schools listed and reference was made to a third school.

Those

listed were the Horace Mann Junior High School at Bisbee and
the Winslow Junior High School; teachers in Mesa were listed
13
as teaching in both the grammar ana junior high schools.
In addition to the above listed schools, the Directory

^Arizona Revised Statutes 1956, loc. cit.
1?
Arizona Educational Directory 1919-1920 (Phoenix:
State Department of Public Instruction, 1920), p. 17.
13Ibid..

1922-1923;

1924-1925, p. 40.
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of 1923-1929 made reference to the Jerome High School
(Junior and Senior Departments), and to Chandler (Junior High
Department, High School Building).^
The Horace I-Iann Junior High School in Bisbee was
listed in the Arizona Educational Directory for the year
1923-1929 as the first junior high school in Arizona to in
clude grades 7, 3, and 9.

A review of the literature indi

cates that it was the first and oldest junior high school in
Arizona, since reference is made to junior high school teach15

ers in Bisbee as early as 1919.

With the beginning of school in the fall of 1930-1931
Tucson District Number One opened three junior high schools
that included grades 7, 3, and 9.

These were Roskruge, Saf-

ford, and Mansfeld Junior High Schools.

The Roskruge and

Safford Schools were converted from grammar schools, but the
Mansfeld School was a new plant built for a junior high school
program and is believed to be the first such building in Ari
zona specifically designed and constructed for young adoles
cents.

During this same school year oth^r junior or junior-

senior high schools were opened in Prescott and Clifton, and
mention was made also of junior high teachers at Morenci.

14Ibid..

1923-1929, p. 53.

15Ibid.
l6Ibid..

1930-1931, PP. 134-135.
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Since 1931 other junior high school programs have
been inaugurated.

The 1961-1962 Arizona Educational Direc

tory lists thirty junior high schools and includes ten ele
mentary schools in which the educational offerings have been
modified to include some aspects of a junior high school
program.
All the junior high schools presently in operation
in Arizona are organized as two-year schools and include
grades 7 and 3, witn the exception of the Mesa Junior High
Schools which include grades 7, 8, and 9, and the Flagstaff
Junior High School which includes grades 3 and 9.

CHAPTER IV
THE QUESTIONNAIRE:

DEVELOPMENT, ADMINISTRATION,

FOLLOW-UP, AND INTERPRETATION
I.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

A questionnaire was developed to determine existing
curriculum practices in Arizona junior high schools.
included such areas of the curriculum as:

It

required aca

demic subjects, elective subjects, scheduling, guidance, cocurricular and activity programs, experimentation being con
ducted, and recommended improvements from practicing school
administrators."*"
Th3 questions to be included in the questionnaire were
devised by the writer.

Other persons interested in junior

high school curriculum were consulted in regard to the appro
priateness of the content of each question.
were selected by the following criteria:

The questions

(1) ease of inter

pretation, (2) gathering the desired information, and (3) re
lationship to the above curriculum areas.
To simplify the markings and to conserve space, the
questionnaire was designed so that in most items a single

"'"A copy of the questionnaire is found in Appendix A.
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check mark indicated the response.

However, in some in

stances it was necessary for the respondent to use one or
more words in providing adequate information to the question.
Preceding the development of the questionnaire, a pre
liminary questionnaire was constructed and administered for
the purpose of reviewing the questionnaire to insure proper
interpretation of items included.

Only minor changes were

necessary on the preliminary questionnaire.

The corrections

were made and the questionnaire was constructed in its final
form.
II.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The revised questionnaire was then sent to the forty
schools.

A personal letter to each principal or administra-

tor was included with each questionnaire.

2

The purpose of

the letter was to explain why the information was desired
and the manner in which it would be used.

A stamped, self-

addressed envelope for the return was included in each letter.
A 100% return on the mailed questionnaires was ob
tained, which is indicative of the interest shown by the
principals and administrators involved in the study.

Only in

four cases was there necessity for inquiry concerning the

A copy of this letter may be found in Appendix A.
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delay in returning the completed questionnaires.
III.

FOLLOW-UP ON THii QUESTIONNAIRES

In establishing reliability of the mailed question
naires, a personal conference or interview was used.

The

writer drew a twenty-school (50$) sample using random num
bers as the method of obtaining a random and representative
sample.

A face-to-face interview was then conducted with

the same principals and administrators who had responded to
the mailed questionnaires, since several kinds of facts can
be secured that would not be obtainable through the less per
sonal procedure of distributing a questionnaire.

People gen

erally want to see who is getting the information ana to re
ceive guarantees as to how it will be used; they need the
stimulation of personal contacts in order to respond properly.
The interview necessitated writing to each school and sched
uling a conference date, at which time the personal inter
view and school visitation were initiated.

The interview

with principals and administrators was directed toward the
various items included in the questionnaire.

The writer then

interpreted the responses and recorded the same on a dupli
cate questionnaire.

Each school visitation required approxi

mately one-half day; one hour was devoted to the interview,
while the remaining time was used for discussion with the
staff, with students, and for personal observation of in
structional facilities.
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IV.

INTERPRETATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE
AND INTERVIEW DATA

The writer compared the mailed questionnaires with
the interview questionnaires in an attempt to determine con
cordance and divergence in the two methods.

Since a twenty-

school (50%) sample was drawn Tor the follow-up interview,
it became crucial to determine whether or not the interview
data coincided with the mailed questionnaire data.

More spe

cifically, were there questions within the questionnaire
which yielded data at variance with those yielded by the in
terview?

To determine discrepancies, a comparison was made

between the questionnaire responses and the interview re
sponses, item by item, using chi square as the appropriate
test.
Chi square is a procedure suited to determine the sig
nificance of the difference!s) that may obtain between and
among data reported as frequencies.

The generalized formula

for computing chi square is as follows:
(fo-fe )2
Chi Square
(^
fe
fo = frequency of occurrence of observed or experi
mentally determined facts
fe = expected frequency of occurrence on some hy
pothesis

The reference for the computational procedures utilized here

is found in Garrett's book entitled Statistics in Psychology
"3
and Education.
Those questionnaire and interview items on which sig
nificant differences^ were obtained using the chi square pro
cedure are listed below in Table I.
TABLE I
ITEMS ON WHICH SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
WERE OBTAINED USING
THE CHI SQUARE PROCEDURE

Item number

Mailed
Interview
quesquestionnaires
tionnaires
Number responding
Yes

Are you currently engaged
in curriculum revision?
English
Reading
Science
Mathematics
Social Studies

10
9
3
5
5
3

No

Yes

No

9

6

13

(22. 5 % )
( a. 5$)
(12. 5 % )
(12. 5f<>)
( a. 5 lo)

3
1
0
5
1

( 8.5 i )
( 2.5$
(00.0$)
(12.5$)
( 2.5$)

Which of the following are
taught as separate subjects?
U.S. History
Geography
State and Federal
Government

13 (32. 5??)
a (20. oio)

IS (45.0$)
17 (42.5$)

17 (42. yb)

IS (45.0$)

O
Henry E. Garrett and R.S. Woodworth, Statistics in
Psychology and Education (New York: Longmans, Green and Com
pany, 195 B).
^For purposes of this study the one per cent level of
confidence was utilized in all cases; i.e., the null hypothesis
(no difference) was rejected when the obtained chi square
values exceeded the one percent level of significance.

Inspection of Table I reveals two significantly dif
ferent items.

This means that the questionnaire and the in

terview presented somewhat different tasks for the respon
dents.

This may be due to ambiguity of the questions asked,

"tricks of memory," and the like.

These discrepancies will

be discussed in the text of Chapter V.
while it is desirable to secure the statistical
aspects of the study, it is equally important to discover
other valuable aspects of the data.

The full interpretation

of the questionnaire returns definitely involves evaluation,
and the exercise of judgment is necessary in deciding what
data are worthy of discussion in detail.

CHAPTER. V
A STUDY OF THE EXISTING CURRICULA
IN ARIZONA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
The purpose of this chapter is to report and inter
pret data concerning current curriculum practices in the
junior high schools of Arizona.

The study has been confined

to forty schools in Arizona whose organization consists of
the various combinations and modifications of junior high
school programs.
I.

ORGANIZATION OF ARIZONA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

The junior high schools in Arizona consist of several
types of vertical organization, but the most predominant is
the two-year junior high school that includes grades 7 and 8.
Of the forty schools studied, twenty-five (62.5>'i) are of this
type of organization, as shown in Table II.
Other types of organization included in the study were
schools which include grades 1 through 8, and those schools
that are organized on either the 5-6-7-8, 6-7-8, 7-8-9, 8-9,
or the 7-12 plan.
Thirty-two (80>) of the schools included in the survey
reported that their school was called a junior high school,
and thirty (75°/o) of those are housed in a building provided
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TABLE II
TYPES OF SCHOOL ORGANIZATION IN WHICH
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS
ARE PROVIDED IN ARIZONA

Grades included

Number
responding

Seven and eight
One through eight
Six, seven, and eight
Seven, eight, and nine
Seven through twelve
Five, six, seven, and eight
Eight ana nine

25
5
3
2
2
2
1

Percent
age
62.5
12.5
$.5
5.0
5.0
5.0
2.5

specifically for young adolescents.
The enrollment of the junior high schools studied
varies considerably in regard to size.

Table III shows that

six schools have an enrollment of 100 to 300 students inclu
sive; fifteen have from 300 to 500 students; twelve have from
500 to 800; and seven schools have an enrollment of tfOO or
more students.

The smallest school in the study had an en

rollment of 161, and the largest had an enrollment of 1,770
students.

The average pupil enrollment of schools included

in the study was 534.
Twenty-four (60$) schools operate on a seven-period
daily schedule, while eight {20%) have an eight-period daily
schedule.

The remaining eight (20^) operate on either a

partial core, unified, self-contained, or block-of-time sched
ule.

Thirty-three (82.5%) schools are departmentalized, with

TABLE III
PUPIL ENROLLMENT OF FORTY JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOLS IN ARIZONA

Enrollment by schools
100
300
500
800

- 300
- 500
- 800
and larger

Number
responding
6
15
12
7

Percent
age
15.0
38.5
30.0
18.5

some variations necessary in order to adjust to the above
schedule.

The class periods range in length from 40 to 55

minutes, with the greater percentage reporting the use of
50-minute periods except in those schools having some core
or block-of-time that frequently includes as many as two or
three periods together.

Thirty-seven (92.5%) of the schools

provide a homeroom that meets daily for a minimum of ten
minutes.
Table IV indicates that in fifteen (3$.5%) schools
the principal registers all students, and in thirteen (32.5%)
the counselors register all students.
In thirty-three (82.5%) schools the principals pre
pare the yearly schedule of classes and activities.

The

importance of the principal in registration of students and

in schedule making is shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV
REGISTRATION OF STUDENTS AND
PREPARATION OF THE SCHEDULE

Number
responding

Percent
age

Registration of Students
Principal
Counselor(s)
Principal and/or Counselor(s)
Secretary
Other(s)

15
13
10
5
3

3&.5
32.5
25.0
12.5
8.5

Preparation of the Schedule
Principal
Principal and/or Teachers
Other(s)

33
3
4

$2.5
3.5
10.0

Personnel responsible

II.

REQUIRED SUBJECTS

The study reveals that junior high school students in
Arizona are required to take those subjects that are consid
ered to be basic in a general education.

The language arts,

general science, mathematics, and social studies are the sub
jects usually found in the general curriculum.
Other subjects are required, although not often re
ferred to as general education subjects.

Table V lists the

subjects that are required most frequently in the various
Arizona junior high schools and the degree in which they are
required.

Language arts as a combined subject is required

by nineteen (4-3.5$) of the seventh grades and by twenty
($0.0%) of the eighth grades.

The study shows that when the

TABLE V
REQUIRED SUBJECTS

Subjects
Language Arts
English and Spelling
Reading and/or
Literature
Science
Mathematics
Social Studies
U.S. History
Geography
State and Federal
Government
Physical Education
Health
Art and Crafts
General Music
Band
Orchestra
Choir
Industrial Arts
Home Economics
Foreign Language
Journalism
Drama and Speech
Typing
Other

7th Grade
Number
respond- Percenting
age

5th Grade
Number
respond- Percenting
age

9th Grade
Number
respond- Percenting
age

19
20

45.5
50.0

20
20

50.0
50.0

0
3

0.0
100.0

20
25
39
39
35
34

50.0
62.5
97.5
97.5
37.5
35.0

20
40
40
39
34
10

50.0
100.0
100.0
97.5
55.0
25.0

1
0
3
3
0
2

33.3
0.0
100.0
100.0
0.0
66.7

2
37
30
19
22
0
0
0
24
24
2
0
0
0
0

5.0
92.5
75.0
48.5
55.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
60.0
60.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

39
37
31
6
6
0
0
0
19
19
1
0
1
0
0

97.5
92.5
75.5
15.0
15.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
45.5
45.5
2.5
0.0
2.5
0.0
0.0

0
3
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

0.0
100.0
33.3
33.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
33.3
33.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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language arts are taught as separate subjects English, spell
ing, and reading or literature are required of both the seventh
and eighth grades in twenty (50.0^) schools.
Science is a required subject in twenty-five (62.5%)
of the seventh grades and in forty (100>o) of the eighth
grades.

Mathematics is required by thirty-nine (97.5%)

schools in the seventh grade, and by forty (100^>) in the eighth
grade.

Social studies in its various forms is required by

thirty-nine (97.5%) schools in the seventh grade, and by thirty
nine (97.5%) in the eighth grade.
Fhysical education is required by thirty-seven (92.5%)
of the schools in the seventh grade, and by thirty-seven
i92,57°) in the eighth grade.

Health is required by thirty

(75%) schools in the seventh grade, and by thirty-one (7&.5%)
in the eighth grade.

Art and crafts is listed as a require

ment in the seventh grade by twenty (50%) schools, but only
six (15%) require such a course in the eighth grade.
The only other subjects listed as required by a rela
tively large number are industrial arts and home economics.
Twenty-four (60)o) schools require that both these subjects
be taken by all seventh and eighth graders.
III.

ELECTIVE SUBJECTS

Certain subjects offered in the curriculum are listed
as elective and, while those subjects are an important part
of the curriculum, they are not considered requirements in

S3
the general education program.

The term "elective" indicates

that the student has some choice in determining whether or
not he will take a particular subject.

On the junior high

school level those courses are referred to frequently as
"exploratory" courses.
The study indicates that a large percentage of the
schools surveyed regard at least thirteen of those "explora
tory" areas as being an important part of their curriculum
(see Table VI).

Art and crafts is listed as an elective in

the seventh grade by nine (22.5>>) schools, and twenty-six
(65^) list it as an elective in the eighth grade.

Band, or

chestra, and choir are listed as electives in both the seventh
and eighth grades by a large percentage of the schools sur
veyed,

Band was the one subject listed most frequently by

all schools as being an elective and available to any stu
dents desiring to participate.
Industrial arts and home economics are listed as elec
tive subjects, but not so frequently as they are when re
quired.

Foreign language is listed as an elective in the

seventh and eighth grades with varying degrees of avail
ability in each grade.

Journalism, drama, speech, and typ

ing are offered as elective subjects in some schools.

The

extent to which these subjects are offered depends upon facil
ities, enrollment, and the availability of teachers.

TABLE VI
ELECTIVE SUBJECTS

Subject

7th Grade
Number
respond Percent
age
ing

Language Arts
0
English and Spelling
0
Reading and/or
Literature
0
0
Science
Mathematics
0
0
Social Studies
0
U.S. HistoryGeography
0
State and Federal Govt. 0
Physical Education
0
0
Health
Art and Crafts
9
10
General Music
Band
33
Orchestra
30
Choir
30
6
Industrial Arts
Home Economics
7
11
Foreign Language
Journalism
4
Drama and Speech
7
2
Typing
0
Other

3th Grade
Number
respond Percent
age
ing

9th Grade
Number
respond Percent
age
ing

0.0
0.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

0
0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
22.5
25.0
95.0
75.0
75.0
15.0
Id.5
2a.5
10.0
id.5
5.0
0.0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2o
15
39
31
35
15
15
Id
6
12
3
1

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.5
0.0
65.0
3d.5
97.5
73.5
37.5
3d.5
3d.5
45.0
15.0
30.0
d.5
2.5

2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
0
3
2

66.7
66.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
66.7
0.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
66.7
66.7
100.0
100.0
0.0
100.0
66.7
. . .

oa

. w .
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IV.

MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE

All the schools included in the survey reported that
mathematics is taught as a separate subject and never com
bined with another subject area.

Algebra is not offered in

any of the seventh grades, and only twelve (30'>) of the
schools listed it for the eighth grade.

Table VII indicates

that students who are placed in algebra classes are selected
by three methods: (1) achievement as evidenced by past per
formance, (2) teacher recommendation, and (3) testing.

Less

than half the schools surveyed report that they are using
one or more of the newer approaches to mathematics.

Table

VIII shows that the SMSG program is being used by ten (25i'°)
schools, while only six (15%) are using either the UICSM or
the NCTM program.

Of those schools offering one of the newer

TABLE VII
CRITERIA IN SELECTING STUDENTS
FOR ALGEBRA

Selection method
Achievement as evidenced by
past performance
Teacher recommendation
Testing
Other

Number
responding

Percent
age

14

35.0
30.0
30.0
2.5

12
12
1

TABLE VIII
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS USING
THE NEWER MATHEMATICS PROGRAMS

Mathematics programs

Number
responding

SMSG (School Mathematics Study Group
of Yale)
UICSM (University of Illinois Com
mittee on School
Mathematics)
UMMaP (University of Maryland
Mathematics Project)
NCTM (National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics)
Other

Percent
age

10

25.0

4

10.0

0

0.0

2
2

5.0
5.0

mathematics programs, ten (25/<>) offer such a course in the
seventh grade and fifteen (38.5?*) in the eighth grade.

Gen

erally students in those classes are grouped bv ability, and
eighteen (45.0/*>) schools stated that the newer mathematics
programs are offered only to the high or advanced groups.
General science is offered by twenty-five (60#>)
schools in the seventh grade, and by thirty-nine (97.5$) in
the eighth grades.

It is taught generally as a separate sub

ject; thirty-one (7^.5$) principals state it is taught for
the entire year.

In those schools where ability grouping is

used for science, thirteen (32.5$) group in the seventh
grade and twenty-three (53.5/<>) in the eighth grade.

The use

of newer techniques being employed to teach science is neg
ligible.

However, six (15$) schools are doing some team

teaching in science, while one school reports using science
as part of a core program.

In ten (25c/o) schools the princi

pals state that health is taught as part of the science cur
riculum.
V.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Social studies is the subject most often taught in a
unified or core program.

However, the study reveals that

only nine (22.5%) schools unify United States History, thir
teen (32.5/») geography, and only four (10%) report that they
unify state and federal government.

Those schools that unify

social studies allow more than one period for teaching the
subject.

United States history is taught as a separate sub

ject by thirty-one (78.5%) schools, geography by twenty-four
(60%), state and federal government by thirty-six (90%).
Table IX shows that some type of social studies is
being offered in thirty-nine (97.5%) schools.

The discrep

ancy occurring in social studies (Item No. 40) in Table I,
page 75 ante, is due partially to the respondents' having
stated that social studies are taught as separate subjects,
while the writer determined by interview that the number was
considerably greater than that indicated by the respondents.
The percentages used in Table I were arrived at by using the
random sample number and not the entire population.
Group guidance and orientation are being taught as a
part of the social studies curriculum in six (15%) seventh

TABLE IX
THE EXTENT TO WHICH SOCIAL STUDIES ARE BEING OFFERED
IN ARIZONA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Subject

7th Grade
Number
respond Percent
age
ing

3th Grade
Number
respond Percent
age
ing

9th Grade
Number
respond Percent
age
ing

United States History

35

37.5

34

35.5

0

0.0

Geography

32

30.0

10

25.0

2

5.0

State and Federal
Government

2

5.0

39

97.5

0

0.0

Other

k

10.0

0

0.0

1

2.5

COoa
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grades and in four (10fo) eighth grades.
VI.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AMD

INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS
All students in grades 7 and 6 are required to take
physical education in thirty-seven (92.5/") schools.

Table X

shows that intramural programs are available for boys in
thirty-eight (95.0}'i>) schools and for girls in thirty-three
(32.5%) schools.
Interscholastic athletic programs are provided in
thirty-six (90.0$) schools, with teams competing outside the
district in thirty (75.0fo) schools.

In most schools, prac

tice time for interscholastic athletics is scheduled after
TABLE X
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS

Activity
Intramural programs
for boys
Intramural programs
for girls
Interscholastic program
Competition with teams
in same district
Competition with teams
in other districts
Competition before a
community audience

Yes
Number
respond- percenting
age

No
Number
responding

percentage

3a

95.0

2

5.0

33
36

82.5
90.0

4
4

10.0
10.0

30

75.0

10

25.0

30

75.0

7

13.5

21

52.5

16

40.0

90
school (32.5$).

In twenty-one (52.5$) schools, interscho-

lastic athletic teams compete before a community audience.
VII.

MUSIC

Music is provided in all the schools studied.

Table

XI shows that the most popular offering is band, which was
reported by forty (100.0%) schools.

General music is the

only phase of music that is presently offered as a required
subject in some schools.

Twenty-two (55.0L/o) require such a

course in the seventh grade, and eight (20.0$) in the eighth
grade.

Orchestras are provided in twenty-eight (70.0%)

schools, and thirty (75.0%) have a mixed choir.

Seventeen

(42.5$) have a girls' choir and eleven (28.5%) have a boys1
choir.
TABLE XI
MUSIC BEING PROVIDED IN ARIZONA
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Subject

responding

Percent
age

General Music
Orchestra
Band
Choir (Boys)
Choir (Girls)
Choir (Mixed)
Other

30
28
40
11
17
30
1

75.0
70.0
100.0
23.5
42.5
75.0
2.5

Number
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Less than half the schools studied have marching
bands.

Eighteen (45.0%) have stated that they have a march

ing band, while twenty-two (55.0^) have stated that a march
ing band is not provided.

By the same percentages the re

spondents state that their bands perforui for functions other
than school-affiliated activities, such as parades and other
community-sponsored activities.
VIII.

ABILITY GROUPING

The study emphasizes the interest and concern that are
being given to ability grouping.
as great a response.

No other item has received

Table XII indicates that grouping is

being used in a number of different subjects.
An interesting aspect of ability grouping is the fact
that thirty-five ($7.5/i) schools group for mathematics, while
TABLE XII
ABILITY GROUPING BY SUBJECT

Subject
Language Arts
English and Spelling
Reading and/or Literature
Science
Mathematics
Social Studies

Number
responding
9
15
14
19
35
16

Percent
age
22.5
33.5
35.0
43.5
37.5
40.0
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only fourteen (35.0$) indicate there is grouping for read
ing or literature.

Sixteen (40.0#) group in social studies,

nine (22.5#) in the language arts as a single subject, fif
teen (3£>.5/o) in English and spelling, and nineteen (45.5/'°)
group science classes.

Eighteen (45.0#) schools have three

ability groups in each subject, while six (15.0#) report
having as many as four ability groups in each subject.
Thirty-five (37.5%) scnools report having some type of ability
grouping in one or more subject areas.
Table XIII shows that some type of remedial or slow
learner programs are found in most schools in at least some
subjects.

Twenty-six (65.0#) of the schools have remedial

or slow learner classes for reading instruction, twenty-two
(55.0#) in mathematics, ten (25.07°) in English and spelling,
nine (22.5#) in science, and eleven (2<5,5#) in the social
TABLE XIII
PROVISION FOR REMEDIAL OR
SLOW LiiARNiSR CLASSES

Subject
Language Arts
English and Spelling
Reading and/or Literature
Science
Mathematics
Social Studies

Number
responding

Percent
age

6
10
26
9
22
11

15.0
25.0
65.0
22.5
55.0
28.5
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studies.

Twenty-eight (70.0%) report that their remedial or

slow learner classes meet daily for the entire school year.
IX.

GUIDANCE

The study shows that twenty-six (65.0%) schools pro
vide organized guidance programs, while fourteen (35.0%)
principals state they do not provide any type of organized
program.

Table XIV indicates that twenty-one (52.5%) have

.full-time counselors, and seven (13.5%) have half-time coun
selors.

'Twenty-eight (70.0%) report that classroom teachers

are not required to perform part-time counseling duties.
TABLS XIV
PROVISION FOR GUIDANCE SERVICES IN
ARIZONA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Guidance organization

Yes
Number
respond- Percent
ing
age

Organized guidance program
Full-time counselors
Half-time counselors
Classroom teachers doing
part-time counseling
Classroom teachers only
Satisfactory guidance
program

No
Number
respond Percent
age
ing

26
21
7

65.0
52.5
18.5

14
18
11

35.0
45.0
28.5

11
10

23.5
25.0

23
7

70.0
18.5

21

52.5

17

42.5

The majority of the principals believe their guidance pro
grams are satisfactory; however, seventeen (42.5%) are not
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satisfied with their present guidance programs.

Eleven

(23.5%) principals indicate that classroom teachers are ex
pected to do counseling as part of their teaching load, while
ten (25.0^>) stats that teachers do incidental guidance and
counseling in addition to their routine teaching schedule.
X.

CO-CURRIUULAR ACTIVITIES

Most of the junior high schools included in the survey
do provide a number of co-curricular activities for students.
The extent to which these activities are provided depends
upon facilities, interest, leadership, sponsorship, and avail
ability of scheduled time.

Table XV shows that a student

council or student government is provided in thirty-seven
(92.5?«) schools, and in thirty-three (32.5>) provision is
made for student government to meet during school time.

In

twenty (50.0°/o) schools the classroom teachers are the student
government sponsors, while in nine (22.5/<>) schools some ad
ministrative person is designated for that particular duty.
Twenty (50.0;b) schools have assemblies, while eighteen
(45.0'%) principals indicate that no provision is made for as
semblies.

Ten (25.0^o) schools have regularly scheduled semi

monthly assemblies, and ten (25.070) indicate that assemblies
are scheduled periodically throughout the school year.
Service and interest clubs are provided by twentyseven (63.5!/o) schools, but the same number of schools indi
cate that no school time is provided for service or interest
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TABLE XV
PROVISION FOR CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES IN
ARIZONA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Yes
Number
respond- Percenting
age

Activity
Student government
School time for student
government
Assemblies
Marching band
Service or interest
clubs
School time for service
or interest clubs
Graduation exercises
for eighth grade
Honors assembly (end
of year)

clubs.

No
Number
respond- Percenting
age

37

92.5

2

5.0

33
20
18

82.5
50.0
45.0

5
IB
20

12.5
45.0
50.0

27

68.5

1

2.5

7

IS.5

26

70.0

25

62.5

12

30.0

33

95.0

2

5.0

There were forty-seven different interest and ser

vice clubs reported in the survey; those appearing most fre
quently were:

(1) girls athletic association, (2) science

club, and (3) National Junior Honor Society."'"
Graduation exercises are held in twenty-five (62.5#)
schools.

Principals in twelve (30.0#) schools report that

such exercises have been discontinued, while graduation exer
cises have never been instituted in three schools.

Thirty-

eight (95.0#) schools have an honors assembly at the end of

^"The interest and service clubs are listed in Appen
dix B.

each school year, during which time students are recognized
for such things as: (1) scholarship, (2) attendance, (3)
spelling, (4) athletic achievement, (5) music, (6) citizen
ship, (7) popularity, and (8) contributions to the school in
general.
Social activities such as parties and play days are
provided by thirty-six (90.0io) schools in the seventh grade,
and by thirty-nine (97.5%) in the eighth grade.

Most of the

schools provide more than three social activities for each
grade during the school year, with as many as twelve being
scheduled in some schools.
XI.

LIBRARY

Thirty-eight (95.0>) of the junior high school princi
pals report that their school has a library, and forty (100.0^>)
stated that all their students have access to library facili
ties.

However, not all schools are providing well-stocked

and adequately staffed libraries.

As an average, there are

approximately 6.4 books available for each student included
in the study, and only two schools meet the minimum require
ment of ten books per student as recommended by the American
Library Association.

Most of the schools schedule a library

period at least once weekly, with only a small percentage
having the facilities and personnel that allow students to
use the library at their own discretion or under the super
vision of their classroom teacher.

XII.

CURRICULUM STUDY, REVISION AND GUIDES

The apparent lack of concerted effort toward curricu
lum study and revision appears to be a weakness in Arizona
junior high schools.

.Vhile twenty (50.0/6) principals stated

that they are actively engaged in curriculum study, Table
XVI shows that the results of the personal interview do not
support this statement.
Only fourteen (35.0>o) principals indicated in the
study that they were actively engaged in revising the pres
ent curriculum and the revision was being made in two subject
areas, English and reading.

Table XVII shows an even small

er percentage of principals indicated they were contemplat
ing any proposed curriculum study, while twenty-five (62.5%)
gave no response to the question directed toward proposed
curriculum study in their school.
The discrepancy occurring in Item No. 13, Table I,
page 75 ante, is due partially to the writer's having deter
mined by the personal interview method that differences ex
isted in the mailed questionnaires.

In answering the mailed

questionnaires, ten principals indicated that their school
staffs were engaged in curriculum revision, while the per
sonal interview determined that only six school staffs were
so engaged.

Table XVI and Table I will differ, since Table

I includes only those schools used in the random sample.
Seven (18.5/") of the forty principals indicated that

TABLE XVI
CURRICULUM REVISION CURRENTLY
IN PROGRESS

Subject area being revised
Language Arts
English and Spelling
Reading and/or Literature
Science
Mathematics
Social Studies
Other

Number
responding
9
14
14
6
9
11
3

Percent
age
22.5
35.0
35.0
15.0
22.5
28.5
3.5

TABLE XVII
PROPOSED CURRICULUM REVISION

Proposed subject revision
Language Arts
English and Spelling
Reading and/or Literature
Science
Mathematics
Social Studies
Other
No response

Number
responding
1
5
5
7
6
4
4
25

Percent
age
2.5
12.5
12.5
18.5
15.0
10.0
10.0
62.5
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the course of study being used was that provided by the
State Department of Public Instruction.

Table XVIII shows

that in twenty-three (5$.5'/;>) schools there are districtconstructed curriculum guides for at least one or more sub
ject areas.

Ten (25.0/o) principals stated they had no dis

trict-constructed curriculum guides and they were not using
guides provided by the otate Department of Public Instruc
tion.
In summary, only twenty (50.0>) principals indicated
that their staffs were engaged in curriculum revision, while
the remaining txventy (50.0;a) indicated they were not doing
any current curriculum revision.

Twenty-five (62.5/") schools

did not respond to the question on proposed curriculum
TABLE XVIII
AVAILABILITY OF CURRICULUM GUIDES
TO TEACHERS

Number

Subject
Language Arts
English and Spelling
Reading and/or Literature
Science

Mathematics
Social Studies
Physical Education
Industrial Arts
Home Economics
Music
Art and Crafts

responding
7
12
11
13
15
11
5
4
6
3
5

Percent
age
18.5
30.0
28.5
32.5
3a.5
28.5
12.5
10.0
15.0
8.5
12.5
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revision, and the largest percent who did respond were con
cerned most with science.

Curriculum guides tend to be

available more often in the following order:

mathematics,

science, English, reading, and social studies.

CHAPTER VI
EXPERIMENTATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS AND ADMINISTRATORS
REGARDING THE CURRICULA IN ARIZONA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
I.

EXPERIMENTATION

The junior high school principals and administrators
in Arizona are directing only a limited number of experimen
tal projects within their own school curricula.

The experi

ments have not been widespread throughout the state, but they
do offer some direction toward changing the existing curric
ula.
The study reveals that thirty-five (#7.5/°) schools are
doing some type of ability grouping.

Thirty-one ( 7 p r i n 

cipals of those schools state that ability grouping is still
in the experimental stage in their schools.

Only one princi

pal reports that ability grouping is no longer considered to
be experimental but an established part of the program.

The

subject area in which interest was expressed most frequently
was language arts.

Eight principals reported experimenting

with grouping in the language arts, particularly with accel
erated and slow learner groups.
Another area receiving considerable attention on an
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experimental basis is "individualized student scheduling."
Eighteen (45.0u/o) principals report experimentation with in
dividualized scheduling.
Experimentation included the following:
1.

The newer mathematics programs, such as Si^iSG and

UICSM, are being used in several schools.

Algebra is being

introduced in the eighth grade for a full year leading to ad
vanced placement in high school for the more able learner.
2.

Spanish is firmly established in some seventh and

eighth grades; howevar, most principals refer to Spanish as
an experimental subject.
3.

Flexibility in scheduling is being tried by a num

ber of schools.

Some are experimenting with the 70-minute

period, others with the block-of-time ranging from two to
four periods in length.
4.

Large group instruction in social studies and sci

ence is being attempted in some schools.
5.

Team teaching is being attempted, primarily in sci

ence and social studies; however, principals were hesitant
to label these experiments as "team teaching."
6.

Experiments are being conducted in reading with

such programs as the SRA (Science Research Associates) Labor
atories for reading and spelling, the "High Horizons" pro
gram for developmental reading and controlled reading

ma

chines.
7.

Experimental programs with the bilingual student
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are being conducted in two schools.

8,

Experimental projects in typing at the junior

high school level are being tried in two schools.

Short

term summer programs in typing also are being instituted on
an experimental basis in a number of schools.
II.

REC0iMENDATI0:\TS

The recommendations for program improvement made by
Arizona junior high school administrators tended to be
closely related to experimentation being conducted in the
schools.
Curriculum areas in which administrators recommend
changes or exploration are the following:
1.

Experimentation with some type of grouping that

will more nearly group students to their true ability level.
2.

The schedule should be more flexible.

Class peri

ods should be of varying lengths such as the 20-minute period
the block-of-time, and longer as well as shorter class period
A study of scheduling should be concerned also with individu
alized student scheduling.
3.

Experimentation should be conducted with core or

other programs that will allow students to spend a longer
period of time with at least one teacher.
4.

Language arts should be taught in a "double period

or block-of-time.

There is need for experimenting with a
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program in the seventh grade language arts that will empha
size reading and include SRA Laboratories (reading and
spelling), controlled reading machines, and a wide selec
tion of reading materials.
5.

Spanish should be offered as an elective to all

students in the seventh and eighth grades.
6.

Experimentation should be carried on in team

teaching, particularly in science and social studies.
7.

Science should be offered in both the seventh and

eighth grades, with allowance being made in the eighth grade
for advanced placement in biology for some students.
3.

Physical education should be required daily for

all seventh and eighth grade students.
9.

Typing should be available to all students in both

the seventh and eighth grades.
10.

A laboratory school for conducting experimental

studies at the junior high school level is needed.
11.

The ungraded school should be explored.

12.

Special education and vocational programs are

needed.
13.

Student leadership should be developed more fully.

14.

More elective and exploratory subjects should be

offered.
1$.

A study is needed to determine proper emphasis on

athletics, marching bands, and social activities.
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In summation, administrators of junior high schools
in Arizona expressed greatest concern with grouping, schedul
ing, reading, the newer mathematics programs, advanced place
ment, special education, exploratory and elective subjects,
and the remedial or slow learner student.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I.

SUI-iMARX

The purpose of this study was to compare the recom
mendations of leading authorities with current curricula in
the Arizona junior high schools and to make recommendations
for the improvement of curricula in these junior high schools.
The study in general necessitated a review of current litera
ture concerning junior high school curriculum, and a study of
the curriculum in forty Arizona junior high schools.
Review of the literature.

The junior high school was

founded and planned by American educators and national commit
tees who saw the need for reorganizing the public schools.
In addition to the work of various educators and coaunittees,
individual school systems through their experimentation gave
considerable impetus to the movement.
Numerous writers have assigned varying functions to
the junior high school, but there is general agreement among
noted educators that the junior high school should provide a
general education more suited to the early adolescent, give
ample opportunity for exploration in the various subjects,
provide guidance and counseling, and provide socializing
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experiences through group work and informal situations.
Junior high school curriculum is presently organized
around one of the following:

the subject-centered curricu

lum, the broad-fields curriculum, the core curriculum, or the
experience curriculum.
Leading authorities recommend that language arts,
mathematics, general science, and social studies be required
of all junior high school students.

limphasis should be

placed on the language arts as a communicative skill, while
the main purpose of the newer mathematics programs should be
to insure mathematical competency for the ordinary affairs of
life.

The expanding role of science should be re-examined

and provision made for offering general science as a daily
subject.

Social studies should be offered for a minimum of

five periods weekly and is the area most adaptable to a uni
fied or core program.

-Foreign language should be offered in

junior high school but should not be required of all stu
dents.

A well-stocKed and adequately staffed library should

be made available to every student.
Most junior high school authorities agree that the
practical and fine arts are useful for all students.

The

fact that schools require training in art, music, homemaking,
and industrial arts in the seventh and eighth grades tends
to substantiate this belief.
Other subjects such as journalism, speech and drama,
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business education, agriculture, and typing also might be in
cluded in the junior high school as exploratory subjects.
Physical education is an established and widely ap
proved subject for the junior high school years.

The marked

growth patterns of young adolescents during these years is
justification for the inclusion of physical education.

Junior

high schools are obligated to offer health, whether it be as
a separate subject or integrated with some other subject.
A good school system recognizes individual differ
ences among students and seeks to provide varied educational
activities.

Many methods of grouping students are being used

with varying degrees of success; however, two generalizations
seem apparent.
grouping.

First, there is no panacea for the problem of

Second, the essential characteristic of most suc

cessful plans is flexibility.
The problem of scheduling in departmentalized junior
high schools is complicated.

The reorganization of instruc

tion into more meaningful units and the necessity for block
ing instructional time for more effective use are of major
concern to thoughtful educators.
General agreement exists regarding the importance of
guidance at the junior high school level.

Every student

should have opportunities for a continuing counseling rela
tionship with at least one classroom teacher and one guidance
specialist.
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Co-curricular activities are a vital part of the
school program.

To fulfill the functions of the junior high

school, it is necessary that a co-curricular program be in
cluded.
The .junior high school in Arizona.

Junior high school

development in Arizona has been a slow and difficult task.
Legislation providing for the intermediate school was en
acted in 1^27.

Since that time there has been no other

legislation directly applicable to the organization of the
junior high school.

There is little evidence that any im

mediate changes will take place in the present organization
of Arizona junior high schools, as legislation tends to limit
school district organization.
The predominant organization of junior high schools in
A rizona is the two-year school including grades 7 and 6.

The

average enrollment is 5S4, with the smallest school having
161 and the largest 1,770.

The typical school operates on a

seven-period daily schedule, with an average class period of
fifty minutes in length.

The principal or counselors usually

register the students, while the principal has the responsi
bility of determining the yearly schedule of classes and ac
tivities.
Students are required to enroll in those subjects con
sidered to be basic in a general education.

Language arts,

mathematics, general science, and social studies are included
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as general education subjects.

Thirteen elective subjects

are being offered in Arizona junior high schools in varying
degrees as exploratory courses.

The extent to which these

subjects are offered depends upon facilities, enrollment,
and the availability of teachers.
Physical education, intramural programs, and interscholastic athletics are provided in most schools, with team
competition outside the district in three-fourths of the
schools.
Ability grouping in some form is being used in nearly
all schools, while more than one-half of the respondents
stated that special classes are provided for the remedial or
slow learner student.
Organized guidance programs are provided in a number
of schools, yet there is still a large number in which no
organized programs are available.
Co-curricular activities are provided in varying
amounts depending upon facilities, interest, leadership, spon
sorship, and availability of scheduled time.
Music is an important part of the school program, with
band being in greatest demand as an elective subject.
Library facilities are available in most schools, with
library periods scheduled at least once weekly.

Only a small

percentage have the facilities and personnel necessary to
allow students use of the library at their own discretion.
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Only a small percentage of schools provide districtconstructed guides or courses of study, while less than half
of the school staffs are engaged in curriculum revision.
Experimentation at the junior high school level is
not widespread.

Ability grouping, language arts, and indi

vidualized scheduling are the curriculum areas presently re
ceiving the greatest amount of attention.
Recommendations by principals and adaiinistrators in
Arizona junior high schools tend to be in the same general
areas as the experiments presently being conducted.

How

ever, they expressed concern with reading, the newer mathe
matics programs, advanced placement, special education, ex
ploratory and elective subjects, and remedial or slow learner
programs.
II.

CONCLUSIONS

The study of Arizona junior high school programs in
dicates many strengths in the curricula, but a comparison
with recommendations made by leading authorities reveals that
opportunities for improvement in the existing curricula are
apparent.
-In view of this comparison, the following conclusions
are drawn:
1.

The professional staffs in the junior high schools

of Arizona are not actively engaged in curriculum study and
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revision, and few school staffs are contemplating any pro
posed curriculum study.

Only a small number of principals

report conducting experimental projects in curriculum.
2.

The junior high schools do not provide district-

constructed curriculum guides for most subjects.
3.

Few Arizona junior high school libraries are well

stocked and adequately staffed.
4.

Language arts are not taught in a block-of-time

in most of the junior high schools, and in more than half
the various language arts skills are taught as separate sub
jects.
5.

The social studies are taught as separate subjects

and not as a unified subject.
6.

General science is offered to seventh grade stu

dents in nearly half the junior high schools and to eighth
grade students in all the schools.
7.

The newer mathematics programs are found in only

a few junior high schools.
Organized guidance programs were found in a ma
jority of schools, but no organized programs were available
in one-third of the schools.
9.

Co-curricular activities are found in most schools.

The extent to which these activities are provided in each
school is dependent upon facilities, interest, leadership,
sponsorship, and availability of scheduled time.
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10.

Health and physical education is required in

most schools, but is offered on a daily basis in few schools.
11.

Interscholastic athletics with team competition

outside the district are offered in most of the junior high
schools.
12.

Elective subjects for exploration are being of

fered in most junior high schools.

However, the number in

each school varies considerably.
13.

Remedial or slow learner programs are provided

in more than half the junior high schools, with ability group
ing being emphasized in arithmetic by most schools and in
reading by one-third.
14.

Most of the junior high schools operate on a de

partmentalized program, but a few schools are attempting
schedule modification or increased flexibility.
15.

Team teaching, educational television, ana teach

ing machines are being studied as possible means of improving
instruction in only a few schools.

III.

REC0MM51NDATIONS

A comparison of curricula by noted authorities with
the existing curricula in Arizona junior high schools justi
fies a number of important proposals for the curricula in
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these schools.

On the basis of evidence presented in this

study, junior high school educators in Arizona are urged to
implement the following recommendations toward improving the
educational offerings provided for young adolescents.
1.

The professional staffs in the junior high schools of
Arizona should proceed immediately toward curriculum
study and revision. District-developed curriculum guides
in the subject areas should be available to all instruc
tional personnel.

2.

Those subjects usually basic in a general education, such
as language arts, mathematics, general science, social
studies, and physical education, should be offered daily
and required for all seventh and eighth grade students.

3.

Exploratory subjects should be available in greater num
ber, and all junior high school students should be given
the opportunity for exploration through music, art, indus
trial arts, and home economics.

4.

A block-of-time for teaching language arts --preferably
with social studies-- should be provided by all junior
high schools. Other experiences with block-of-time,
70-minute periods, modulus and lengthened periods should
be explored.

5.

Well-stocked and adequately staffed libraries should be
provided in all the junior high schools. A well selected,
currently useful library collection, with a ratio of ten
or more books per student, will provide opportunity for
reading at a propitious time for young adolescents.

6.

Junior high schools in Arizona should provide a well or
ganized guidance program with properly trained counselors
concerned with the students' educational and vocational
plans as well as with personal and social adjustment.

7.

Co-curricular activities, sufficient in number and wide
enough in range to meet the needs ox all students, should
be provided by every junior high school in Arizona.
Finally, the establishment of separate junior high schools
for children in grades 7,
and 9 should be encouraged.
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APPENDIX A
LETTER ACCOMPANYING QUESTIONNAIRE
SENT TO JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
2901 E. vtfaverly
Tucson, Arizona
March IS, 1962
Mr.

, Principal
Junior High School
, Arizona

Dear Mr.
During the past two years considerable interest has
been directed toward the junior high school. There have been
several studies on the national level that tend to indicate
a need for curriculum improvement. In light of these studies
it is imperative that an evaluation be made of the existing
programs in Arizona.
Having been a junior high school principal and being
particularly concerned with education for the adolescent, I
am making a study as part of my doctoral program in an at
tempt to compare the curricula recommended by leading au
thorities with existing curricula in Arizona junior high
schools. There are forty school districts in Arizona which
have some type of junior high school organization. In carry
ing out this study, it will be necessary to obtain informa
tion pertaining to your school organization and program. I
realize that these are busy days for principals, but I sin
cerely feel that the junior high schools in Arizona will bene
fit from this study.
Attached you will find a questionnaire concerning the
curriculum in your school. I shall appreciate very much the
effort and time you are able to give to the completion of
the questionnaire. In the interest of conserving your time,
most items can be answered by simply checking_the proper
blank or responding with one or more words. I hope to visit
with you personally to become better informed about your edu
cational program.
You will note on page five that space is provided for
describing experimentation and stating recommendations.
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Please do not hesitate to list experimentation that you are
undertaking or would like to try as a means of bringing
about curriculum improvement in your school. I shall ap
preciate any recommendations that you care to make regard
ing needed improvement in junior high school programs.
Professionally yours,
S/ Pat Henderson
P. B. Henderson
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ARIZONA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
ON THE ATTACHED QUESTIONNAIRE PLEASE INDICATE YOUR
RESPONSE TO THE QUESTION BY PLACING A CHECK MARK ( ) IN THE
BLANK PROVIDED. IN SOME CASES IT WILL 3E NECESSARY FOR YOU
TO RESPOND tflTH ONE OR MORE v/ORDS.
1. Is your school called a junior high school?
2. What grades are included in your school?

YES
7th
9th

NO
8th

3. Do you have a separate building or school for these
grades?
YES
NO
4. If you do not have a separate building for the junior
high school student, what other grade(s) are included in
your school?
1-4
1-6
6-8
1-8
other: please list:
5. By grade, what is the enrollment in your school?
7th
8th
9th
6. How many class periods are included in your daily sched
ule?
7. Under which of the following programs do you teach junior
high school subjects?
self-contained
block of time
departmentalized
other; please list:
core
8. What is the length of time for class periods?
9. If some subjects are grouped together, how long are the
class periods?
10. Do you provide for a home room?
For what length of time?
Do home rooms meet daily?

YES

NO

YES

NO

11. Who registers individual students in your school?
12. Who prepares the schedule of subjects each year?
13. Are you currently engaged in curriculum revision?
YES
NO
If YES, in what areas?
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14. If you are not currently engaged in curriculum revision,
what areas do you feel are in greatest need of curriculum
study?
15. Please place an (R) directly in front of those subjects
that are required of all students and an (E) in front of
those subjects that are electives. Also, indicate the
grade(s) in which they are either required or elective.
Language Arts
Orchestra
English & Spelling
Choir
Heading and/or Lit.
Industrial Arts
Science
Home Economics
_Mathematics
..
Foreign Language
_Social Studies
Journalism
_Health
Drama
_Arts ic Crafts
Other; please
_General Music
list:
Band
16. Do you have a curriculum guide or a course of study for
any or all of the subjects you offer?
YES
NO
If YES, in what areas?
17. In which of the following subjects do you group by ability?
Language Arts
Science
English & Spelling
Mathematics
Reading and/or Lit.
Social Studies
Other; please list:
1$. How many ability groups do you have in each of the above
subjects?
one
two
three
four
other; please
list:
19. In which of the following subjects do you provide a re
medial or slow learner program?
Language Arts
_Science
_English & Spelling
Mathematics
Jieading and/or Lit.
Social Studies
_Other; please list:
20. How frequently do these remedial classes meet?
daily
_once wkly.
twice wkly.
other; please
list:
21. Does your school have a library?

YES

NO

22. Do all students have access to library facilities#
23. Approximately how many volumes are in the library?
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24. In which of the following grades do you teach general
math?
7th
8th
9th
25. Is math taught as a separate subject?

Yi£3

NO

26. If math is combined with one or more suojects, which of
the following do you use?
Science
Language Arts
Social Studies
other
27. Is algebra taught in any of the following grades?
7th
3th
9th
28. How are students selected for algebra classes?
achievement as evidenced by past performance in
arithmetic
teacher recommendation
other; please list:
testing
29. Are any of the following included in your math program?
SMSG (School KiQthematics Study Group of Yale)
UICSr-1 (University of Illinois Committee on School
rdathematics)
UMMaP (University of Maryland Mathematics Project)
NCTM (National Council of teachers of riathematics)
30. In which of the following grades are you teaching the
above math program(s)?
7th
8th
9th
31. If you have ability grouping, to which group is the above
program taught?
slow
average
high (advanced)
other; please list:
32. In which of the following grades is science taught?
7th
_8th
9th
33. Is science taught as a separate subject?
YiiS
NO
For what length of time?
one sem. only
full year
other
34. In which grades do you have ability grouping for science?
7th
8th
9th
35. Is biology taught in the ninth grade?

YxSS

NO

36. How are students selected for biology classes?
achievement as evidenced by past performance in science
teacher recommendation
other; please list:
testing
37. Are any of the following used in teaching science classes?
team teaching
core
combined with other subjects
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38. In which grades is social studies taught as a unified
subject?
7th
8th
9th
39. Is more than one period given to teaching social studies?
Y3S
NO
40. Which of the following are taught as separate subjects?
U.S. History
Geography
State and Federal Government
41. In which of the following grades do you offer:
U.S. History
7th
8th
Geography
7th
8th
State and Federal Government
7th
8th

9th
9th
9th

42. »Vhat other subject is taught under the social studies
area? (Such as Orientation, etc.)
List subjects:
Grade level taught:
7th
8th
9th
43. Is health taught as a separate subject?
YES
If NO, with what subject is it integrated?
44. Are intramural programs available for boys?
Available for girls?
YES
NO

NO
YES

NO

45. Is an interscholastic athletic program offered?
YES
NO
46. When is practice time scheduled for interscholastic ath
letics?
during school hours
after school
Saturdays
_other
47. Do teams from your school compete against teams in the
same district?
YES
NO
Against teams in other districts?
YES
NO
48. During which of the following time(s) is interscholastic
competition scheduled?
during school hours
Saturdays
after school
other
49. Do your interscholastic athletic teams compete before a
community audience?
YES
NO
50. Are students permitted to select from a variety of elec
tive subjects?
YES
iMO
51. Are all students required to explore specific elective
subjects?
YES
_N0
Which subjects? Please list:
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52. How many elective classes can a student select?
By grade:
7th
<3th
9th
53. How often are elective classes scheduled?
twice wkly.
three times wkly.

daily
other

54. Does the music program include one or more of the follow
ing?
general music
choir (girls)
orchestra
choir (mixed)
band
other; please list:
choir (boys)
55. Is an extended period of time provided for elective
subjects? (Such as double periods)
YES
NO
56. For what length of time are elective subjects offered?
owks.
9 wks.
12 wks.
one sem.
full year
57. Does your school have an organized guidance program?
YES

NO

5$. Do you have full time counselors?
Half-time counselors?
YES

YES
NO

NO

59. Do any of your classroom teachers perform part-time coun
seling duties? (Other than routine classroom guidance and
counseling)
YES
NO
60. If you have no counselors, do your classroom teachers
regularly provide guidance and counseling as a part of
their teaching load?
YES
NO
61. Do you feel that the guidance program is satisfactory as
it is presently organized?
YES
NO
62. Is a student council or government provided?

YE5

NO

63. Does the student council meet during school time?
YES
NO

6 4 . Who sponsors the student council?
principal
asst. principal
social studies teacher(s)
classroom teacherTs)

other

6 5 . Do you have regularly scheduled assemblies for the stu
dent body?
YES
NO
66. How frequently are assemblies held?
semi-monthly
bi-monthly

wkly.

monthly
other
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67. Do you have a marching band?

YES

NO

6&. Does your band perform for functions other than school
affiliated activities?
YES
NO
69. Which service and interest clubs does your school have?
Please list:
(Use back side of page if additional space is required)
70. Do you provide school time for interest and service clubs
to meet?
YES
i\iO
71. In what grades are social activities provided for your
students? (Such as parties, playdays, etc.)
7th
8th
9th
72. Approximately how many social activities do you provide
for each grade annually?
7th
8th
9th
73. Do you have a graduation exercise for Sth graders?
YES
NO
74. Do you have an honors assembly or other program for honor
ing eighth or ninth grade students at the end of the school
year?
YES
WO
If YES, would you care to comment:

(Experimentation)
75. Please list any experiments being conducted in your school
(Such as team teaching, ability grouping, etc.)
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(Recommendations)
76. If you had the opportunity to try new methods, experi
ments, or design a curriculum that you feel would be more
adequate for the needs of your students, what are some of
the ideas that you would propose? (If additional space
is needed, please use back side.)

It would be appreciated and will contribute significantly to
this study if you will attach the following to this question
naire:
A COPY OF YOUR CLASS SCHEDULE
A COPY OF YOUR CURRICULUM GUIDE(S) OR CUURSE(S) OF STUDY

APPENDIX B
STUDENT SERVICE AND INTEREST CLUBS
LISTED IN ANSWER TO QUESTION 69
OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Annual Yearbook Club

Hobby Club

Art Club

Home Economics Club

Audio-Visual Club

International Club

Boy Scouts

Journalism Club

Camera or Photo Club

Junior Red Cross

Cheer Leaders Club

Latin Club

Chess Club

Leatherworking Club

Communications Club

Lettermen's Club

Drama Club

Library Club

Electronic and Radio Club

Magazine Club

Future Homemakers Association

Model Car Club

Future Teachers Association
Gem and Mineral Club

National Junior Honor
Society
Pep Club

Geography Club

Playmakers Club

German Club

Projectionists Club

Girls Athletic Association

Reading Club

Girls Courtesy Patrol

Safety Patrol

Girl Scouts

Science Club

Hi-Y

Ski Club

Spanish Club

Tumbling Club

Spelling Club

Voter Ballot Club

Sportmanship Club

Young Men's Christian
Association
Y-Teens

Stamp Club
Trampoline Club

